
The system has run out of steam. The neoliberal 
oligarchs who are its servants are totally aware of 
the continuous increase in inequality, the irreversible
destruction of resources and ecosystems and as well 
as the disintegration of democracy. Far from worrying
about it, they accelerate these phenomena with 
their austerity plans, their “responsibility pacts” and
their extractive gluttony. Long live growth and after us,
le déluge! This is the only project of these “elites” 
who display cowardice in front of citizens who are more
and more outraged.

In 1940 as well, everything seemed lost. Yet, women 
and men undertook the impossible with passion, clear
thinking and even with joy, despite the fear of torture
and death. Four years later the impossible became 
reality with the “happy days” of the Liberation. 

Today we can no longer rely on resources from outside
or a “socialist camp” to support our struggles. We must
invent other worlds, without an existing role model 
or other resources than our radical imagination 
and capacity for collective action.

Abandoned by the ruling classes which have broken
free, large sectors of society take refuge in nationalist
and impotent nostalgia. The European project, so
necessary to give globalisation a different orientation,
is in danger of sinking. Repression against social 
movements and immigrants is hardening.

Today in Paris we are celebrating in our own way 
the victories of the past and present, and we are building
those to come. 
Resistance is everywhere, with courageous struggles
against the dictates of the “Troika” in Greece, Portugal
and Ireland, momentous demonstrations in Spain,
Romania, Bosnia, Greece, Portugal and Britain. 

We can already see everywhere the seeds of alternatives
that show us paths to make a great shift, to work and
consume differently, to build the commons, to reclaim
the economy and politics, and to radically democratise
democracy itself. 

The task may seem overwhelming but we are the 99%
and our dreams have more power than the madness 
of the 1%.
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Place: Université Paris 7 – Diderot

The Université Paris 7 – Diderot is situated within the site of the old Grands
moulins (large mills) of Paris. Together the Grands moulins form an old,
industrial flour mill, created in Paris in the wake of the First World War.
Nowadays this activity has been transferred to the Paris suburbs (namely
to Gennevilliers and Verneuil-l’Etang) and the Paris flour mill closed in
1996. A large part of the annex buildings (including silos and warehouses)
have since been destroyed. Only the main building, in the neo-classical
style, along with the largest storage hall, have been conserved. These old
buildings have now been renovated and converted into university buildings
as part of the “Paris Rive Gauche” (Paris Left Bank) construction project,
which the two “Beyond the walls’ walks will enable you to discover. 

Les Grands moulins of Paris were critical for the supply of food to Paris.
These enshrined and spread the principle of the “Vilgrain barracks”, which
were created in 1919 by Ernest Vilgrain in order to hold down the price 
of food in the aftermath of the First World War. These barracks were
converted to house shops offering basic foodstuffs at cheap prices 
to the inhabitants of Paris and its suburbs. To further develop and streamline
the market, Ernest Vilgrain then organised a transport system by rail
enabling produce to be quickly delivered around Paris at minimal cost.
Ernest Vilgrain participated in the founding of Les Grands moulins, which at
their peak produced 790 tonnes of flour every day, which was twenty times
greater than France’s other twenty thousand mills produced at that time.

Hall C: Reception and practical questions
Hall C, on the ground floor (or 1st floor in American English) of the Halles
aux farines building, is where you registered and is the organisational hub
of the Summer University. Here you can be sure to find answers to all your
questions.

You will find here
A general information stand
A cloakroom for your bags and luggage
An administration stand for group accommodation
An information stand on Attac
A stand for signing up to “Beyond the walls” activities (for which 
the number of places is limited. You will need to sign up on Monday 
or Tuesday to be sure of a place).
A reception stand if you would like to volunteer during the European 
Summer University (ESU).

On the university promenade you will notice a Red Cross First Aid stand. 
If you feel unwell, do not hesitate to go directly to see them.

Hall E: Room for practical alternatives
In hall E you will find a friendly and festive space where you can come 
and discover the spirit of Alternatiba, the village of alternatives 
to climate change.

There will be videos in five languages, a photo exhibition, a presentation on
how to organise an Alternatiba village in your town or area, and a presentation
about the four seat tandem (or quandem) which will cross several European
countries throughout the summer of 2015, covering some 5000km 
(3100 miles) to publicise the campaign against climate change. All this is to
be found within a festive atmosphere with plenty of buzz and good humour.

“Collectif pour une transition citoyenne” (“Collective for a Citizens” 
Transition) will share Hall E with Alternatiba and will satisfy your curiosity
about practical alternatives to make a transition towards a model 
of society that is respectful of both human beings and the environment.

Third meeting for European coordination of Alternatiba
Room 418C (4th floor/5th floor – Br. English/Am. English –
and set of stairs E) – Friday 22nd August 9am/7pm
Around forty villages for alternatives to climate change, called “Alternatiba”
are currently being prepared in Europe with a view towards COP21. 
In the coordination meeting we will discuss the state of the Alternatiba
sites being prepared and share experience. In the afternoon we will be
consider the next steps in mobilisation before COP21. 
Sign up at the Alternatiba stand in hall E.

Languages at the ESU 

The European University of Social Movements is international and numerous
languages will be spoken here. The working languages of the ESU 
are English, German, Spanish and French. Workshops will be bilingual 
and the seminars will be translated into two or three languages, as chosen
by the organisers. For the nine debate forums, a simultaneous translation
in four languages will be available. 
An international team of around sixty interpreters from many countries 
will be available to ensure that language is not a barrier but rather a link
between the participants coming from the four corners of Europe. 
The interpreters are all professional interpreters who have offered their
time for free. They have taken time out of their annual leave or time off
work to contribute in this way in the ESU. Thank you to each of them!

Professional instantaneous translation equipment is offered to you free 
of charge,  in exchange for some evidence of identity (passport, ID card, 
driving licence…). In the case of non-return of equipment, expect that you
will need to repay us 200€ for headphones and 312€ for wireless infrared
headphones.

Equipment can be taken out at different distribution points in the corridors
and at the front of the lecture theatres. Please note that the equipment 
is not the same for every room: wired headphones have been provided 
for the rooms with cubicles and wireless ones for the other rooms. These
are not interchangeable. We therefore ask you to return your equipment 
at the end of each session to where you took it from in order to get back
your evidence of identity.

Volunteering at the ESU

Around a hundred volunteers are contributing to the functioning of 
our Summer University. The volunteer tasks are varied: welcome, 
administration of translation headphones, site maintenance, management
of refreshments, ticket office…
If you would like to sign up to become a volunteer at the ESU then pass 
by the volunteer stand in hall C to find out what our needs are at the time
and to offer a hand!

Childcare and activities for children

For those coming with young children, a crèche will be available in the centre
of the university, in room 164E, during the times of the seminars, workshops
and debate forums. It will be open from Tuesday to Saturday from 9:15am.
Young children aged three and over will play games, read and do other 
activities here with a team of volunteers. For older children (aged 6/7 
and over) sporting and educational activities are offered with partner 
associations. For more information on the activities available for children,
enquire at reception in hall C of the university. 

Request for financial support

The funding of our European University is primarily dependent on individual
financial contributions. We have chosen to apply a relatively low entry fee
(a standard entry fee of 40€ and a reduced fee of 20€). We have also 
proposed a “support fee”  to help us to balance the books.  
We do not yet know whether or not we will cover our costs; if you would like
to financially support the Summer University, you will find a donation box 
at the welcome stand in hall C where you can leave your gift.
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Food 

Every lunch time, you can go out into the Vidal-Naquet gardens to eat, 
or at one of the seven food-stalls present on site which can feed around
700 guests. We will use compostable plates and returnable glasses instead
of disposable plastic products. Choose somewhere to eat and bon appétit! 

La Baleine (The Whale)
A charity that promotes local food which delights the taste buds as well as
the soul: “We prepare simple food based on quality products, tasty, mostly
organic and locally-produced. For lunch we have sandwiches, with vegetarian
options, homemade sauces and vegetables. We also have a dish of the day
and a hot/cold vegetarian dish.”

Zou et compagnie
Light meals with an emphasis on pancakes. 

Nama
Franco-Syrian Charity made up of young Syrians from various backgrounds
who share the values   of democracy, pluralism, political and religious 
tolerance and the belief that a committed and dynamic civil society is an
absolute need for the country. The purpose of Nama is to provide support 
to Syrian initiatives, assist in giving a voice to civil society through the use
of media, and to help Syrian refugees. 

Andines
Andines is a French cooperative established in 1987. We aim to develop
mutually supportive and “fair” supply and distribution chains for our products
both in wholesale and retail. The products are marketed in France, 
are authentic and of high quality. They come directly from more than 300
workshops, associations or cooperatives of artisans and farmers in more
than 12 countries in Africa, America South and Europe, including France. 

Confédération paysanne
Confédération Paysanne has been a major player in the French farming
union movement for over 25 years and has had a coherent and comprehensive
approach to defending peasant agriculture since its inception. It fully 
integrates the social, agricultural and environmental dimensions 
in agricultural production. It is a realistic alternative to the industrial 
agriculture model that eliminates so many farmers.

Bizi!
Bizi! means life in Basque. Founded in 2009, during the lead-up to the UN
summit on climate change, Bizi!, carries out a range of anti-globalization
related activities in the Basque Country. In October 2013, Bizi! proposed the
first Alternatiba to mobilize for the December 2015 UN summit on Climate
Change in Paris. 

Attac Refreshments
Hot and cold drinks will be available throughout the day including: beer,
wine, local fruit juices, syrups, coffee, tea… 

Transportation in Paris 

Paris has a large public transport network. Buses, trams, metro, RER 
will allow you to move from your place of accommodation at the University
of Paris 7 – Diderot, as well as to other places indicated in the programme.

Cars 
Parking spaces in Paris (within permitted parking areas) are free in August
but hard to find. Campers can park there but not caravans. Underground
car parks require payment. 

Public transport: metro, RER, bus, tram 
All activities of the ESU occur in the centre of Paris, in the charging zones 
1 and 2. Children from 4 to 9 years old pay half fare. 

For the five days of the ESU, we recommend that you buy a pack of 10
tickets (for 13,70€) at any station or subway station or RER. This will allow
you 10 trips either by metro and RER or by bus or tram, but you can’t mix
between these three modes of transport. 
If you want to travel more than twice a day or on an unlimited basis during
your stay you can buy: 
– a “map one day Mobilis” zones 1 and 2 for 6,80€; 
– a “map Paris visit” on, for example, 5 days of unlimited travel in zones 1-3
for 34,70€; 
– a “Navigo card week” (photo ID required + 5€) for 7 days, zones 1 and 2 
for 20,40€. 

Stations near Paris7 – Diderot 
RER C station “Bibliothèque François Mitterrand” 
Metro line 14 station “Bibliothèque François Mitterrand” 
Metro line 6, station “dock station” (10 min walk) 
T3a tram station “Avenue de France” 
62 Bus station “Library–Thomas Mann” 
89 Bus station “Library” 
83 Bus station “Olympics” (10 min walk) 
Bus 132, Station “Library–Thomas Mann” 
325 Bus station “Thomas Mann” 

Vélib’: bicycles 
Get a one day ticket (1,70€) or 7 days (8€). The first 30 minutes of each trip
are free. There are many places near the University Paris 7 – Diderot 
for picking up and dropping off the Vélib’.



The programme for the European social movements
summer university includes a wide variety of sessions
and activities.

During the day, you will have the choice between “forum
debates”, “seminars” and “workshops”.
You will also be able to participate in external visits
and meetings. 

In the evenings, there is a cultural and social programme
laid on for your enjoyment. 

Saturday will be devoted to bringing together our 
different struggles and campaigns, followed 
by the closure of our gathering.

The nine forum debates fall under three different
themes
Bloc 1 The European Union: is this what a social, 
democratic and ecological Europe looks like?
Bloc 2 It’s not just the economy, stupid! – How to cool
down the earth and build a good life for all!
Bloc 3 This is the end of the world as we know it, 
should we feel fine? 

Each day (from Wednesday to Friday) at the start of the
afternoon (2-4pm) you can attend a forum debate on
each of these themes. Several speakers will give their
point of view on the theme before the debate is opened
up to the floor. Translation will be provided in German,
English, Spanish and French. More information p.8

The seminars will take place in the mornings 
and afternoons (9:30–12 or 4:30–7) over three days. 
The three sessions will allow us to go into depth 
on our key themes, to share strategies and to plan 
our mobilisations together. Seminars will be in French
and English and some will have a third language 
(German or Spanish). More information p.10

The workshops will take place in the morning and 
afternoon sessions (9:30am–12 noon or 4:30pm–7pm),
each looking at a specific theme, struggle, activist 
practice, etc. They will be in two languages, specified 
in the programme. More information p.14

Walks and excursions will be on offer each day. 
These will be at the same time as the workshops 
and seminars, and will introduce us to local people,
areas and issues in an original way. The languages 
of these excursions are specified in the programme.
More information p.30

In the evenings, participants will be offered a programme
of culture, arts and engaged activism. Music from several
countries, gesticulated conferences, film screenings
and sociable dinners await you in various parts of the
city and the region. Languages and other arrangements
are specified for each event. More information p.33

Saturday morning will be a time for sharing and synthesis
for those who want it. Groups can use this time to share
discussions, conclusions and reflections from the
workshops, seminars and other events. It will also serve
as a time to ask ourselves what comes next, and 
to make concrete plans around our next campaigns. 
Rooms and interpreters will be available. 
Please request these from the organising team 
by Friday at the latest, to ensure that Saturday morning
runs as smoothly as possible.

The closing session of the ESU will take place Saturday
evening int the courtyard the “Grands moulins” at Paris 7 –
Diderot University around the theme of “Resistance:
from past to present. What are we figthing for?”
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                           Tuesday                Wednesday                   Thursday                        Friday                                        Saturday
                           August, 19th       August, 20th                August, 21st                 August, 22nd                         August, 23rd
                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Merging morning 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Debates and prepration
                                                                                             Seminars, workshops und excursions                                                                                of upcoming mobilisations 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                              Lunch

                                                                                  3 Forums every day and excursions 

                                                                                  Forum 1, bloc 1                          Forum 2, bloc 1                          Forum 3, bloc 1                                       
                                    Welcoming                      Facing the humanitarian     What future for the euro?    Which future for the EU                   
                                and Registration        crisis in Europe –                                                                         do we want?                                         Closing event 
                                breaking austerity 
                                                                           policies and the Troika         

                                                                           Forum 1, bloc 2                          Forum 2, bloc 2                          Forum 3, bloc 2
                                                                             Changing the way                  Green Economy:                     How to make system
                                                                              we produce                              no road                                      change happening:
                                                                           and consume:                          to a good life for all                towards a good life for all 
                                                                           approaches                                                                                    
                                                                           and experiences                                                                           

                                                                           Forum 1, bloc 3                          Forum 2, bloc 3                          Forum 3, bloc 3
                                                                           How to get rid of the TTIP    Opposing the rules                EU Imperial Power: is it
                                                                           and all other bilateral          of banks and finance            increasing or decreasing?
                                                                           trade-agreements?               globally / how did finance   Political strategies
                                                                                                                                 come to rule the world,        in the process of global
                                                                                                                                 and what can we do?            power changes
                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                              Break 

                                                                                                       
                                                                                                       
                                                                                                       Seminars, workshops und excursions 
                                Opening night 
                                                                                           

                                                                                                       
                                                                                                       Cultural, artistic and festive evenings

9:30 am
> 12 noon

12 noon
> 2:00 pm

2:00 pm
> 4:00 pm

4:30 pm
> 7:00 pm

4:00 pm 
> 4:30 pm

from
8:00 pm



9 forums will take place during the ESU: 
august 20th, 21st and 22nd from 2pm to 4pm 

Bloc 1 
The European Union: is this what a social, democratic
and ecological Europe looks like? 

Forum 1
Facing the humanitarian crisis in Europe – breaking austerity policies 
and the Troika
Wednesday 2 to 4pm, Lecture hall 1a (ground floor) 
Six years after the financial meltdown nine percent of European workers
are working poor, and 3,5 million people in Europe are dependent on food
and more then 27 million people are with out a job. The Red Cross describes
this as the worst humanitarian crisis in Europe since World War II. In this
plenary activists will share how they fight against the impacts of the crisis,
what strategies and actions they pursue to break the austerity regime and
Troika as well as proposals the struggle for that will create jobs now, not in
the long run.

Speakers: Matyas Benyik (Attac Hungary), Annick Coupé (Altersommet), 
Rita Silva (European Action Coalition for the Right to Housing and the City )
and Aris Chatzistefanou (director of Debtocracy ). 
Facilitated by Marie Moran (Attac Ireland) 

Forum 2
What future for the euro?
Thursday 2 to 4pm, Lecture hall 1a (ground floor) 
The crisis of the euro has shown that the European Monetary Union is not
sustainable as it is.  Far from strengthening the euro, the neoliberal reforms
implemented by the European elites – i.e. the Six Pack, the Fiscal Compact,
the Banking Union – reinforce the domination of finance and lead 
to disastrous social consequences. In the light of the current situation 
and power balances – what future is there for the Euro? Should monetary 
integration in Europe be abandoned? Could a monetary union be 
reconstructed on alternative principles? Is such a reconstruction realistic
in the light of current power balances? This plenary will explore ideas 
and avenues to promote a way out of the current situation.

Speakers: Trevor Evans (Euromemo), Mariana Mortagua (Economist 
engaged in social movements, Portugal), Dominique Plihon (Attac France)
Facilitated by Emilie Ekeberg (Attac Norway) 

Forum 3
Which future for the EU do we want? 
In partnership with the Rosa Luxembourg Foundation 
Friday 2 to 4pm, Lecture hall 1a (ground floor) 
The EU and particularly the Eurozone are in multi-facetted crisis and
nobody knows, how it will end. What are the different dimensions of the
crises we are living and what structure we want for the EU? Is the demand
for a social and democratic EU enough? Is a deeper political integration
leading us towards a political union with the United States of Europe as a
super nations-state the answer to solve the problems and challenges? Or
do we need a more flexible scheme of integration? Or is there yet another
option? 

Speakers: Cristina Asensi (Attac Spain), Thilo Bode (Greenpeace, 
Foodwatch, Germany), Theodorus Paraskevopoulos (University professor,
Greece), Mario Pianta (Economist Italy)
Facilitated by Aurélie Trouvé (Attac France) 

Bloc 2
It’s not just the economy, stupid! – How to cool down
the earth and build a good life for all!

Forum 1
Changing the way we produce and consume: approaches and experiences 
Wednesday 2 to 4pm, Lecture hall 2a (2nd floor) 
In order to really deal with the climate, social and ecological crises, the 
current way of producing goods and services and our modes of consumption
need to change. A good life for all, satisfaying the basic needs for all – 
from food, energy, housing, health care, education or mobility is possible –
without deepleting the worlds resources. This requires the relocalization 
of production, a new culture of longliving products and repairing as well 
as a different way of what and how we consume.

Speakers: Genevève Azam (Attac France), Irmi Salzer (Via Campesina, 
Austria), Cindy Wiesner (Global Grassroot Justice, USA)
Facilitated by Antonio Tricarico (Re:Common, Italy) 

Forum 2
Green Economy: no road to a good life for all
In partnership with the Rosa Luxembourg Foundation 
Thursday 2 to 4pm, Lecture hall 2a (2nd floor)
Green Economy and the green new deal have been and continue to be the
answers of leaders to deal with the climate and ecological crisis. Behind
the green economy a new phase of the enclosure of commons is hidden.
Since Rio plus 20 governments in industrialized countries but also in 
the BRICS are quickly advancing old and new market based mechanisms,
claiming that this will save the planet. 

Speakers: Jutta Kill (Network Financiarisation of nature), Pablo Solon 
(Focus on Global South, Bolivia), Hans Thie (sociologist et economist, 
Germany)
Facilitated by Maxime Combes (Attac France) 

Forum 3
How to make system change happening: strategic struggles towards
a good life for all
Friday 2 to 4pm, Lecture hall 2a (2nd floor)
While the concrete alternatives from below are built, governments continue
to advance policies and projects that continue to advance the old model 
of development. Besides the rebuilding of our economies from below, what
are strategic struggles we need to pursue – in the context of the current
political dynamic of public debt, which is used by governments and EU 
institutions to impose severe austerity measures? What conditions 
are needed to allow system change to advance?

Speakers: Alberto Acosta (Economist, Ecuador), Elena Gerebiza
(Re:Common, Italy), David Graeber (anthropologue and activist,USA)
Facilitated by Alexandra Strickner (Attac Austria) 
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Bloc 3
This is the end of the world as we know it, 
should we feel fine?  

Forum 1
How to get rid of the TTIP and all other bilateral trade-agreements?
In partnership with the Rosa Luxembourg Foundation 
Wednesday 2 to 4pm, Lecture hall 8c (5th floor) 
The plenary should have a focus on TTIP but go beyond it and give an overview
of the campaigns and debates (FTAs, EPAs, WTO etc).  The aim is also to
challenge the trade unions in engaging more against the free trade regime. 

Speakers: Ulrike Herrman (journalist and writer, Germany), Wilfried Kurtzke
(IG Metall, Germany), Joseph Purugannan (Focus on the Global South, 
Philippines), Lori Wallach (Public Citizen, USA)
Facilitated by Susan George (Honarary president of Attac France)

Forum 2
Opposing the rules of banks and finance globally, how did finance come 
to rule the world, and what can we do about it?
Thursday 2 to 4pm, Lecture hall 8c (5th floor) 
The last decade has seen more and more of the global economy controlled
by the finance sector. From investment banks betting on global food prices,
to public services and infrastructure dependent on and responding to the
needs of capital markets, big finance calls the shots. What can we do about
this process of ’financialisation’, which leaves the needs of people far
behind? FTT, tax havens, banks...: Attac has been ready activive in opposing
the domination of finance. What are the challenges ahead of us in a global
perspective, and the next strategic steps for the movement? Will a Financial
Transaction Tax and action on tax havens help rein in the banks and hedge
funds? And what does financialisation mean for the strategy of social
movements and activists?

Speakers: Nick Dearden (World Development Mouvement, UK), 
Peter Wahl (Weed, Germany), Nicole Woo (University professor, USA)

Forum 3
EU Imperial Power: Is it increasing or decreasing? Political strategies 
in the process of global power changes
Friday 2 to 4pm, Lecture hall 8c (5th floor) 
Beside the economic integration and political integration quite a lot 
of forces also dream of setting up the EU to the third superpower beside
the USA and China, including the military component. How realistic is this
dream of the imperial EU? How do the trends look to the common foreign
affairs and military policy? In a plenary arrangement the questions 
of the geopolitical role of the EU are discussed.
The goal is to scandalize the role and intentions of the ruling powers 
in Europe to the rest of the world, and to have non-EU speakers framing 
a broader vision and questionning EU policies and role.  

Speakers: Walden Bello (Writer, Philippines), Daler Dzhabborov (University
of Lomonossow, Russia), Aminata Traoré (Mali)
Facilitated by John Hilary (War on Want) 
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Each seminare will take place from 9:30am to 12am
august 20th, 21st and 22nd 

S1
Proposals that take into account the profound nature of the crisis
Lecture hall 1a
English, French, German
The crisis brought about by neo-liberal capitalism is economic and financial,
social and ecological. All these aspects accentuate one another and 
the social and political forces aspiring to change have to consider them.
The seminar aims to 1. Confront the different heterodox analyses of 
the crisis; 2. Discuss alternative policies to implement; 3. Map out long-term
perspectives for society to build.

Organisations: Scientific Council of Attac France, Scientific Council 
of Attac Germany
Speakers: Thanos Contargyris (Attac Greece), Gérard Duménil, 
Jean-Marie Harribey, Aurélie Trouvé, Dominique Lévy, Michel Husson
(Attac France), Eric Toussaint (CADTM),Alexandra Strickner (Attac Austria),
Ricardo Garcia Zaldivar (Attac Spain), Thomas Sablowski et Peter Wahl
(Attac Germany)

S2
Challenging the Trade-Investment-corporate power nexus, 
the road to a good life for all!
Lecture hall 2a
French, English, Spanish
Over the last decades, a vast architecture of legitimation and impunity has
been constructed to serve and protect the privileges of corporate interests:
Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) and International Investment Agreements
(IIAs); the current International and Regional Financial Regimes; institutions
such as the World Trade Organisation (WTO); the World Bank (WB) 
and International Monetary Fund (IMF) and Tribunals such as ICSID. 
This seminar aims to analyse the Trade-Investment-corporate power nexus
and to explore more deeply and concretely the strategies and synergies 
in going forward with specific campaigns for a good life for all.  
1. FTAs and IIAs, corporate tools to give more rights and security to TNCs
than to people;
2. An architecture of legitimation and impunity for TNCs to be dismantled;
3. Towards a legally binding instrument/treaty? 

Organisations: Transnational Institute, Seattle to Brussels network, 
Attac Germany, Ecologistas en Accion, Aitec, Attac France, the Democracy
center, Somo, Institute for Policy Studies, France Amérique Latine, Global
Campaign to Dismantle Corporate Power, War on Want, World Development
Movement, Friends of the Earth Europe, Stop TTIP UK 

S3
Democracy and struggles in Europe
Lecture hall 8c
English, French, Spanish
The European crisis revealed the gap of democracy in Europe. Demonstrators
in the South mainly blamed the European and international institutions
(Troïka) and pointed out the huge failure of representative democracy 
in the different countries where political parties, trade unions, elected
representatives have been massively contested. What are the debates, 
the new practices, the new proposals for a real democracy in Europe? 
In what way can our struggles help to create solutions? How can we use
and share these experiences? These are the issues we aim to tackle during
this seminar.
1. What new democratic experiences in Europe?
2. What coordination of the struggles in Europe? How to get involved?
3. What democracy in Europe?

Organisations: Commission Europe of Attac France, Attac Wallonie Brussels
Speakers: Participants from different European countries and movements
like AlterSommet, Blockupy will take part in this seminar

S4
The crisis and the EU: the struggle against austerity and for social rights 
Room 226C 
French, English, Spanish
Developing our next steps and strategies for our alternatives and for an end
to EU austerity policies and attacks on social rights ( Economic Governance
Policies, Troika, Competitiveness pact) 
Three day seminar in which we would like to do the following: 
1. assess the impact of our strategies/activities on EU austerity policies.
The seminar will include the presentation and discussion of the projects
developed and implemented since the Amsterdam Strategy meeting 
in October 2013 (Troika Party Project, Week of Action in the run-up to EU
Elections, Actions against Competitiveness Pact, Debt audit work and work
on Commons/new narrative). 
More info on the meeting: http://www.citizen-audit.net/a-european-square/
2. assess the new political context and its dynamic after the EU elections
3. develop next steps and strategies on how to confront/end EU Economic
governance policies and to develop our alternatives – taking into account
the next key moments coming up in 2014/2015 (establishment of New
Commission, Blockupy 2014 etc.)
4. Explore how to link/articulate different strategies – also from other 
networks (S2B – TTIP, Altersummit, Debt-audit Network, grassroots, etc.)

Organisations: EU-in-Crisis Network – with the following
organisations/networks: European Attac Network, Corporate Europe
Observatory, Transnational Institute, ICAN 

S5
The revolutionary process in the Mashreq-Maghreb region 
and around the Mediterranean has not said its last word. 
Room 227C
French, English 
Three years after the first Arab revolutions and the emergence of universal
slogans such as dignity, freedom and social justice, the storm of protest 
is getting a new lease of life. 
In the “neighborhood” of the European Union, these uprisings are leading 
to different outcomes. 
Whereas in Tunisia, the process seems to find its way to a peaceful 
democratic transition, in other countries it was halted either by a take-over
by the army, as in Egypt, or by a war as in Syria. 
The path towards democracy, available to the mass of the people, needs
time, and all along this difficult path, men and women will find their hopes
challenged by the institution of the European Union.
1. Analysis of the evolutions from the first revolutions in Arab countries 
and around the Mediterranean;
2. Social movements and ongoing fights in Arab countries and around 
the Mediterranean; 
3. Construction of the World Social Forum in March 2015 in Tunis.

Organisations: International commission Attac France
Speakers: Christophe Aguiton (IC – France), Omar Aziki (Morocco), Adda
Bekkouche (France), Randa Baas (Syria), Head of faculty El Manar (Tunisia),
Elisabeth Longuenesse (France – on the situation in Syria and Egypt), 
Françoise Clément (France – on the situation in Lybia), Abdessalam
Kleiche (IC – France), speakers from Turkey and Egypt, a member of the
organisation committee WSF 2015 in Tunis, a European and an American
speaker
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S6
What forms of mobilisation in the Anthropocene? 
Climate change, ecological emergency and social justice
Room 247E 
English, French, Spanish 
The Industrial Revolution marked the beginning of the Anthropocene:
human beings became capable of influencing the climate and the ecosystems.
Are our struggles, our forms of mobilisation, our analytical frameworks 
as well as our forms of organisation, still compatible with the challenges
we are facing? As we are involved in the preparation of the COP21 (Paris 
Climate Conference 2015), this seminar offers an open space for discussion
and critical reflection on our strategies and approaches in relation to the
struggle against climate change and for the identification of ways to build
the transition towards a fair and sustainable future.
1. Facing the Anthropocene, what answers, what strategies?
2. Climate justice here and now?
3. Community, ecofeminism, “Bien-vivre”, nature rights, what approaches 
to build the transition? 

Organisation: Commission for ecology and society of Attac France
Speakers: Geneviève Azam (Attac France), Pablo Solon (Focus on the Global
South – Thailande), Cindy Wiesner (Grassroots Global Justice, United States),
Lyda Fernanda (TNI - Netherlands), Pascoe Sabido (Corporate Europe
Observatory - Belgium), Tom Kurcharz (Ecologistas en Accion – Spain),
Nicky Scordellis (Democracy Center – Bolivia), Hermann Mahler
(Attac Germany), Jonathan Neale (Campaign against climate change), 
Bizi!, Climate Justice Alliance (United States), Christophe Bonneuil,
Alberto Acosta, John Jordan

S7
Health and public services
Room 265E 
English, French
The European network for health and social insurance was created two
years ago. It represents an innovative coordination of different movements
and organisations, unions, associations, parties from different countries
who work together for the respect of fundamental rights, which are being
attacked from everywhere by the austerity policies and the greed 
of multinational corporations.
The discussion will focus on this question and seek appropriate responses
to Public-Private partnerships.
1. Expand, reinforce the European network against the privatisation 
of health systems, of social welfare and of social insurance systems;
2. Develop new forms of local, national and transnational movements 
to fight against the privatisation of the health system, of social welfare 
and social insurance in Europe;
3. Public services: against the PPP, what financing and what democratic
form of administration?

Organisations: European network for health, Public-Private partnership
commission of Attac France

S8
Illegitimate public debt: why and how should we cancel it? 
Room 278F 
French, English
Day 1: Why should we tax capital, cancel the debt and take further 
measures? 
Day 2: Why is there illegitimate debt in Europe and how could citizen 
debt audits contribute to canceling it? 
Day 3: How to cancel illegitimate, illegal and odious debt held 
by European countries?

Organisations: CADTM Belgium, ATTAC Spain, CADTM France, 
Nie Nasz Dlug (“This is not our debt” polish campaign), CADTM Greece,
ATTAC-CADTM Morocco, RAID-ATTAC-CADTM Tunisia, Jubilee UK 
and Attac Norway, CAC France and ICAN network

S9
Concrete local Alternatives (CLA), How these fit together
Room 279F 
French, English
To give the most visibility possible and to help CLA reach a critical mass 
are key in creating “another possible world”: building of a new concept 
of alternative spaces for living, generative of popular education, of 
an “economy” in opposition to multinationals, of a “progressive civil society”
is core to social and ecological transformation. The objective of this seminar
is to delve deeper, into the articulation of relevant spaces and network 
projects (Alternatiba, Collective for a citizen transition, local social forums
and extended social forums, thematic networks of the social economy,
local currencies, cities in transition, food short circuits and freeware…).
1st workshop: types of CLA and expected strategic outcomes
2nd: spaces and networks existing in Europe and elsewhere
3rd: Areas of convergence and possible actions

Organisations: Attac, Amis de la Terre, Solidarius Italie, Ripess Europe,
Coordination Amap Ile-de-France, réseau F-FSL
Speakers: Andrea Caro (réseau Sol), Henri Morinière (Nef), Josette Combes
(Ripess Europe), Jason Nardi (Solidarius Italie), Christel Sauvage
(Energie partagée), Daniel Hofnung, Florent Compain (Amis de la Terre),
Jean Floquet (Gardencoop Fribourg), Jean-Michel Dupont (MIRAmap), 
Lise Trégloze (Artisans du monde), Pierre-Yves Jan (mouvement éco-
habitat groupé), Pierre Johnson and Etienne Lecomte (Villes et territoires
en transition), Julien Dussart (SEL St Ouen), Hervé Roussel (Collectif 
pour une transition citoyenne), Jean-Michel Coulomb (réseau F-FSL), 
Alternatiba

S19/a
The far right in Europe: a map (1st part) 
August, Friday 22nd only
Room 264E
English, French,  German
The parties and movements of the far right are gaining ground in Europe as
the last elections to the European Parliament have shown. Although general
tendencies and similarities are recognizable among the different parties
and organizations, the far right is not homogeneous politically. For example,
the Front National seems quite different from the Golden Dawn or the UKIP.
Our workshop will map out and analyze the parties and movements of the
far right with their specificities in several European countries.

Organisations: Rosa Luxembourg foundation and European Attac Network
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Each seminare will take place from 4:30 to 7pm
august 20th, 21st and 22nd 

S10
The crisis in and around the Ukraine
Its roots, geo-political dimensions and emancipatory alternatives
Lecture hall 1a
French, English, German
The crisis in around the Ukraine has led to the most severe confrontation 
in Europe since the end of the Cold War. It may serve as a catalyst 
for far-reaching changes in the configuration of the international system.
The crisis has also provoked debates and controversies among 
emancipatory forces.
This seminar will provide information, make controversial issues visible,
discuss them and look at alternatives.  
1. The Ukrainian puzzle
2. The geopolitical dimension of the conflict
3. An order of “emancipatory peace” instead of imperial geo-politics

Organisations: Attac Germany, Attac France (Europe commission 
and International commission) and Attac Norway

S11
Food Sovereignty
Lecture hall 2a
French,  English, German
This seminar deals with food sovereignty – that is, the right of people 
to decide for themselves the production, distribution and consumption 
of their our food. We urgently need a sustainable and democratically-
organised agriculture, which will provide food security, preserve nature 
and contribute to halt climate change. In order to achieve this, it is necessary
to build food sovereignty movements which engage in changing 
the agricultural and food practices and policies. 
1. How can we build movements for food sovereignty on a local, national
and regional scale? Experiences from The Nyéléni Europe Forum 2011 
and its developments
2. From WTO to TAFTA: what are the negative impacts of free-trade 
on our agriculture and food?
3. Food Sovereignty: what is Europe doing? Criticism and alternatives 
to the current Common agricultural policy 

Organisations: Arbeitsgemeinschaft bäuerliche Landwirtschaft, 
Attac France, Confédération paysanne, Reclaim the fields, 
Word Development Movement. 
Speakers: Paula Gioia (Bündnis Junge Landwirtschaft), Magdalena 
Heuwieser (Reclaim the fields), Martin Mayr (Attac Austria), Geneviève
Savigny (farmer, coordination of Via Campesina Europe), Michel Buisson,
Jacques Berthelot and Aurélie Trouvé (Attac France), Laurent Pinatel
(farmer, representative of the Confédération paysanne), Laurent Reversat
(farmer in the Confédération paysanne), Dan Iles (World Development
Movement), Henrik Maass (Arbeitsgemeinschaft bäuerliche 
Landwirtschaft, AbL) 

S12
Austerity – New social and democratic fractures in Europe – new ratios 
of power
Lecture hall 8c
French, English, Spanish
Session 1: Austerity policies and new fractures in Europe and alternative
projects, with Steffen Lehndorff and with contributions from alternative
projects, based on “Spaltende Integration”  (2014), a collective work by a
group of European researchers, coordinated by Steffen Lehndorff. 
Sessions 2 and 3: The evolving awareness of the crisis, democracy fractures,
and evolution of the political landscape in Europe. What are the high scores
registered by the far-right, nationalist, populist parties symptomatic of?

With the authors of recent studies on the evolution of awareness 
in the crisis, on the left wing in Europe and the changes in the political
landscape
Organisations: network Transform!, Espaces Marx 

S13 
Basic Income – Social protection without labour
Room 226C
English, French, German
The unconditional basic income affects almost all the aspects of living
together. The issue of the social insurance for everyone is of course 
important, but it is about something more: taking part in the collective life
of society. This concerns the gender issue (whose productivity “counts”?),
ecology (Will there be enough for everyone, even in an ecologically-
sustainable economy?), North-South relations (how can the racist 
distribution of work be changed?) and migration (how can participation 
be made available to all?)

Organisations: Attac Germany, Attac Austria and the basic income 
network Germany 
Speakers: Werner Rätz and Dagmar Paternoga (Attac Germany), 
Kaus Sambor and Uli Sambor (Attac Austria), Brit Immerthal 
(Netzwerk Grundeinkommen Germany)

S14
From alterglobalization to Occupy: a new cycle of struggles? 
Horizons, alliances and strategies
Room 227C
French,  English, Spanish 
The mass mobilizations since 2011 are attempts at radical democratic
experiments. To what extent do they break with previous experience? 
Are they fundamentally different from previous social mobilizations? 
What convergence with other actors-unions, alterglobalization mobilizations,
or ecological movements?
1. “New” movements, between continuity and change
This session will discuss these mobilizations, their development, and links
to other actors (in particular those from the alterglobalization movement).
2. Which struggles and forms of organisation in popular neighbourhoods:
popular education, community organizing, etc.
Community based forms of organizing are pretty weak in Europe. However,
they are critical in popular struggles in the USA.
3. Strategic perspectives: what strategies for which alliances?

Organisations: Attac France, Assemblée Européenne des Citoyens-IPAM,
Grassroots Global Justice Alliance 
Speakers: David Graeber (subject to availability), Razmig Keucheyan, 
John Jordan, Isabelle Frémeaux and activists from working-class areas 
of Marseille, Grenoble and Ile-de-France, activists coming from 
the “community organizing”in the USA (Grassroots Global Justice Alliance)  
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S15
Commodification and financialisation of water. 
European and international challenges and resistance.
Room 247E 
French,  English, Spanish  
The first session will discuss commodification of water in the EU and the
pressure to implement mechanisms of green capitalism such as payment
for ecosystem services and water trading.  The second session will focus on
the financialisation of hydroelectric projects in Latin America. Third session
will analyze impacts of financialisation of water on the global south and
local experiences of resistance. 

Organisations: Re:common and European Water Movement 
and the Movement of People Affected by Dams (MAB)
Speakers: Annelies Broekman (Xarxa per una Nova Cultura de l’Aigua,
Catalunya), Maria Kanelopoulo (Save Greek Water, Grèce), Martin Pigeon
(Corporate Europe Observatory, Bruxelles), Thierry Uso (European Water
Movement), David Sánchez (Food & Water Europe, Bruxelles),Rosalinda
Hidalgo (Lavida, México), Rodrigo Mundaga (Modatima, Chili), Pedro Arrojo
(Fundación Nueva Cultura del Agua, Espagne), Danilo Urrea (Censat Agua
Viva, Colombie), Tancredi Tarantino (Re:Common, Italie), Jerónimo Osorio
(Frente Petenero contra Presas, Guatemala)

S16
How to put an end to the casino economy and promote an alternative
finance
Room 265E 
French, English 
In order to build a sustainable, social and ecological society, we need 
a radical change in the functioning of the financial system. This seminar
will be composed of 3 sessions dealing with the necessary steps for this
change.
Session 1: Taxing financial transactions in the European Union; the 2013
directive and the opposition from the financial lobby;
Session 2: How to reform the banks, starting with splitting commercial 
and investment banks ;
Session 3: Is another bank possible? How to promote alternative, transparent,
ethical and democratic finance? 
During these three sessions we will discuss on campaigns to be organized
so as to achieve our objectives.

Organisations: Attac France, Weed (Germany), La Nef (France), 
Roosevelt 2012 (France)
Speakers: Peter Wahl and Markus Henn (Weed), Dominique Plihon 
and Fréderic Lemaire (Attac France), Myriam Vander Stichele
(Centre for Research on Multinational Corporations), Elsa Costanzo 
and Amandine Albizzati (La Nef), Guy Fleury and Michel Crinetz
(Roosevelt 2012)

S19/b
The dialectical relation between far right and hegemonic forces (2nd part) 
August, Friday 22nd only
Room 264E
English, French,  German
The conservative hegemonic forces use the threatening danger of the
extremism in society to legitimate themselves. Nevertheless the radical
and xenophobic right is more and more becoming a respectable partner 
for the hegemonic forces in the society. This workshop will analyse the new
role that the far right is assuming in different European countries 
and discuss possible forms of resistance.

Organisations: Fondation Rosa Luxembourg et le réseau des Attac d’Europe

S17
Relations between Africa and Europe 
Room 278F
French, English 
This seminar focuses on the relations between Africa, Europe 
and particularly France, at the macroeconomic geopolitical level, and 
the question of migration. It will be in three parts, on the following topics:
1. Partnership agreements between Europe and Africa: review and alternatives
– The EPAs, in particular those currently being discussed between the EU
and ECOWAS 
– The control of the finances of African states by the French Treasury 
with CFA system
– Transparency of activities of European public companies
2. Geopolitical importance of Africa and military intervention on the continent
– Plundering of resources and conflict in Africa: Military interventionism 
in Africa, issues and outcomes
3. Claims and struggles of African comrades; cooperation with other Attac
movements in the world.
– New challenges for Attac in Africa, including links with Attac in Northern
countries 
– Role of the African Diaspora in Europe in the struggle of social movements
in Africa
– Labour unions in several countries in Africa: challenges, demands,  
campaigns, impact and cooperation with unions in Europe

Organisations: Attac France, Attac Germany, Attac Gabon
Speakers: Esmathe Gandi and Esso-kl’nam Pedessi (Attac Togo), CERIDA,
Attac Guinée, Publish What You Pay, Adda Bekkouch (Attac France), 
Yacoub Bitocho (Attac Benin), Thierry Brugvin (Attac France), 
Destinée Mboga and Julien N’kolo Reteno (Attac Gabon), Peter Assaghle
(International Group of Attac Gabon), Gloria Mika (African Diaspora Youth 
in Europe (ADYNE), Matthieu Moriamez (CGT)

S18
Another look at money and central banks
Room 279F 
French, English
There are various ways to understand what is money and the role of central
banks.  The aim of this seminar is to introduce and discuss alternative
perspectives on money and to understand the functioning of central banks,
and their strategic importance.
Session 1: Modern Monetary Theory (MMT ) and other views will be exposed,
as they give another perspective on money creation and on the role 
of commercial and central banks.
Session 2: What do central banks do, under normal circumstances? 
What have they done since the crisis? What they should do? How could
democratic control over them be made? To what extent do central banks
control interest and inflation rates?
Session 3: This session aims at discussing why the criticism of the Euro
should be an important matter for left-wing movements.

Organisations: European Attac Network
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AT – Attac
C – Commons and Public services 
CR – Creative Action 
DE – Democracy, Lobbying 
FI – Economy, Finance 
FT – Trade
IT – International
LU –Movements and Struggles 
MI – Migrations
PR – Screening
TR – Transition 

Activist practicesworkshops during several days

CR02
Introduction to the Theatre of the Oppressed (Image theatre 
and Forum theatre) as a tool for the activists to meet the public
Thursday and Friday (full days)
10am to 5pm on Thursday, 10am to 7pm on Friday
Alternat riverboat, quai de Tolbiac (Tolbiac quay)
Notice! For this workshop, participants should register in advance 
to this adress attac.cables92@gmail.com
French and self-managed group translation

We will work on concrete stories proposed by the participants of the workshop
based on their experience and inspired by one of the three themes of 
the summer University. We will play games aimed at energising the public
and building confidence to speak up. We will create images that we can use
to foster public speaking and broadly communicate. When the group will 
be ready and willing to do it, we will end up with a public session. 
Maximum 25 people. 

Organisation: Theatre Croquemitaine (Belgium) and Attac Cables 92

CR03
Image theatre 
Every morning from 9:30am to 12 am at centre d’animation Dunois 
(61 rue Dunois 75013 Paris – metro station Chevaleret, line 6)
English, French
Notice! For this workshop, participants should register in advance 
to this adress attac.cables92@gmail.com

Sometimes, an image says more than a thousand words. This workshop is
designed to transform a collective thought on a given theme into a collective
image. Theatrical images appeared recently in public demonstrations 
and social struggles... Shocking, funny, challenging... It’s a new form 
of resistance. The strength of a collective theatrical image can double 
ts impact. A collective image aims to resolve the same social issue. 
It reminds us that we are stronger together. It is silent and its silence 
is therefore understandable everywhere on the planet. Its universalism
makes it a tool that can be used everywhere. The preliminary brainstorming
helps synthesising the message. All these things have to be said and seen.
The result must make a very strong impression on the public. The objective
of the workshop is to build an image per day based on the discussed topic. 

Organisation: Theatre Croquemitaine (Belgium) and Attac Cables 92
Animated by: Guido Decroos and Pierrot Mol
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CR04
Action-theatre 
Every afternoon from 4.30pm to 7pm at centre d’animation Dunois 
61 rue Dunois 75013 Paris – metro station Chevaleret, line 6) 
English, French
Notice! For this workshop, participants should register in advance 
to this adress attac.cables92@gmail.com

The objective is to create a short performance in three afternoons on a
theme chosen by the group. We aim to offer a soft and playful progression
towards improvisation. We rework the best improvisations to build the
show which will be presented at the end of the workshop. No theatrical
experience necessary. Casual attire recommended. 

Organisation: Theatre Croquemitaine (Belgium) and Attac Cables 92
Animated by: Rita Cobut

CR08
Yoga 
Every morning, Tuesday to Saturday 8:15 am to 9 am
in the public garden just in front of the University (rue Marguerite Duras)
English, French

The session combines consciousness of our body, breathing and dynamic
postures. The core principles of yoga are non-violence and frankness. It will
help us start the day in good shape, relaxed, and in a proper state of mind
to discuss the subjects of the day. 

Organisation: Daniel Hofnung (member of Attac France)
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FT01/a
TTIP and the world 
Room 264E
English, French, Spanish
The TTIP is a massive free trade agreement currently being negotiated 
between the European Union and the United States of America. Much
attention is being paid by social movements on the potential harmful 
implications of the agreement in terms of downgrading labour, social,
safety and environmental standards and regulations. However, it is urgent
to start a broad and participatory analysis of how the TTIP would affect
Global South. The purpose of the workshop is to help to articulate alternative
international economic agendas and link these to current debates around
the TTIP.

Organisation: Rosa Luxembourg foundation 
Keyword: Analysis 

FI01
The challenge of tax harmonization in Europe
Room 244E
English, French
This workshop will explain what fiscal harmonisation (rates, basis…) is and
will summarise the proposals from the European Commission. We will also
talk about the proposal of a “European tax snake” (minimum and maximum
rates) to struggle against tax competition and to propose an alternative
path for a new European project.

Organisations: Solidaires Finances Publiques, STI (union from Portugal) 
and Gestha (union from Spain)
Keyword: Analysis

LU01
How should trade unions respond to austerity policies? 
Room 248E
Spanish, French
All employees, unemployed, retirees, and people living in precarious 
conditions in Europe suffer from austerity policies and pay the bill instead
of those who are responsible for the crisis. Everywhere in Europe, 
the dominant forces of capitalism supported by European states are taking
advantage of the crisis they have created to attack social rights 
and commons. Everywhere in Europe transnational companies are destroying
jobs. Face to these unprecedented offensive, the unions which still resist
need to organise and coordinate their efforts. Actors of social movements
and trade unionists, let us debate together to achieve this objective. 

Organisations: Solidaires (France), Confederación intersindical (Espagne),
Réseau syndical international de solidarité et de luttes
Keyword: Networks 

IT01
Venezuela, Ecuador, Bolivia: destabilization in Latin America? 
Room 234C
Spanish, French 
Venezuela, Ecuador, Bolivia are facing a difficult economic situation and
find it hard to meet social needs of the people. These countries and others
are facing the limits of the Bolivarian process, which played a key role 
in the creation of the ALBA, the UNASUR and the CELAC. At the same time,
the crisis fosters political destabilisation attempts, and the Latin American
right-wing and the United States are well aware that any step backward 
in these countries would have immediate and significant impacts 
throughout the region.

Organisations: France-Latin America, International Committee 
of Attac France
Keyword: Analysis 

LU02/a 
Diversity and solidarity within struggle. Successful strategies, alliances,
and non-violent resistance (1st part) 
Room 237C
German, French
Current struggles show the need for very specific type of resistance, with 
an unavoidable confrontation with state violence. The violence/non-violence
debate is a recurring theme – though often ill-founded. Both workshops offer
an analysis of our historical and conceptual knowledge about non-violence
through the study of nonviolent struggles and successful alliances (France,
Germany). These positive examples should be an inspiration for the workshop
on climate and COP21 summit (Paris, December 2015) to elaborate an
advertising campaign for 2015 and for the mobilization during the summit.

Organisations: Attac France, Attac Germany, Canva, ACIPA, Stop Castor
Keyword: Activist practices

MI01
Fortress Europe. What do foreigners have to endure at the borders 
of Europe?
Room 253E
English, French
At the European level, what are the consequences of the migration policy
(Frontex)? What alternative policies and governance should we suggest 
at the regional level? The workshop will introduce the campaigns Frontexit
and Open Access, the privatisation of border controls (“xenophobia 
business”), the externalisation of border control and the “management” 
of migratory flows through detention of migrants. 

Organisations: Migreurop network 
Keyword: Analysis 

C01
University mobilizations against the “commodification” of knowledge 
Room 238C
French, German 
This workshop proposes to build on the experiences of mobilisations
against the liberalisation processes of higher education and the rising cost
of tuition fees observed in the recent years (Chile, Canada, United Kingdom,
Croatia, etc..). Struggles and their implications will be discussed in 
the perspective of creating an alternative to neoliberalism. 

Organisations: SNESUP – FSU
Keyword: Analysis 

LU03
Ideological offensive of the extreme and traditional right and the role 
of women in society
Room 277F
English, French
In Europe, we are witnessing the rise of various right-wing movements,
trying to rally movements of the traditional right-wing to join their fight 
on ideological values. They introduce themselves as “modern” but their
xenophobic attitude and their traditional vision of the roles assigned 
to women are part of their core values. This workshop will discuss how 
to fight this ideological offensive and defend the rights of women. 

Organisations: Gender commission Attac France and Attac Austria 
Keyword: Analysis 

CR07
A tool for citizen education: the arpentage (the survey) 
Alternat riverboat, quai de Tolbiac 
French only 
The “arpentage” is a simple technique of citizen education to collectively 
think over the content of a book or a relatively long text. The book is “split”
between all the participants. Each one will quietly study his or her part and
then explain it to the rest of the group. The objective is to walk away with
knowledge from the text. Maximum 16 people. 

Organisation: Commission Formation Attac France
Keyword: Activist practices
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Wednesday 4:30–7pm
AT02
Get mobilized with Attac 
Room 247F
English, French
No, Attac is not a supermarket, though there is a multitude of experiences
and life stories on its shelves. This workshop aims at discovering Attac and
sharing the expectations of newcomers. Attac: how, why, what types of
actions? Let us discuss about it, think and have fun! 

Organisations: “Training” and “internal functioning” Commission 
of Attac France
Keyword: Activist practices

TR01
Everyone at the same time! A revolution by doing nothing?
Room 281F
German, English 
One could think we are living in a golden age, nonetheless many people 
suffer from lack of time and are exposed to a permanent pressure to use
their time in a sensible and efficient way. In this workshop, we will ask 
ourselves the following questions: “To what degree do we freely dispose 
of our time? What is a good life and how does time affect our well-being? 
Is time a resource and how is it distributed in our society? How is the 
organisation of our time influenced by the economic and financial system
and how does this affect the increasing environmental destruction? 
Can and should time politicised? If yes, how?”

Organisations: Attac Germany 
Keyword: Analysis

TR02
Systems of taxation based on consumption – guaranteeing the financing 
of social protection… and even an unconditional basic income! 
Room 280F
German, French
The goal is to deepen the proposed theme from a critical study of the cur-
rent French and German systems, both primarily based on the taxation of
production. By contrast, a taxation based on consumption, offers several
advantages: transparency, less bureaucracy, indebtedness, fraud and 
“legal leaks” of capital. It is able to ensure a social protection in the shape
of a basic allowance paid in cash to every citizen. 

Organisations: Hamburger Grundeinkommen Netzwerk – French 
Movement for a basic income 
Keyword: Analysis

PR01
Movie-debate The bomb and us
Screening Room 171E 
English, French
When we say “nuclear”, we think about Fukushima, Chernobyl, but we forget
Hiroshima, Nagasaki. There are less than 450 nuclear plants in the world,
but ten times more bombs ready to explode in less than 15 minutes. 
The modernisation of nuclear weapons represents a huge waste of money
and is hardly discussed. Can we abolish nuclear weapons? Ban it? 
Film The bomb and us by Xavier-Marie Bonot, debate with the producer and
militants. In French, some interviews in English with subtitles in French.

Organisations: Attac France, DHR, ICAN
Keyword: Screening 

FT01/b
TTIP vs BRICS 
Room 264E
English, French, Spanish 
TTIP will integrate the internal markets of the EU and the USA in an unpre-
cedented way. TTIP not only has influence on the countries involved, but it
will have an impact at the world level. The dream of the Western elites is to
use the TTIP to re-start WTO negotiations in their favor again. How will the
BRICS react to such a blatant attack on the Global South? Could it be that
from their group an assertive counterpoint comes, allowing the develop-
ment of opportunities for all people and regions?

Organisations: Rosa Luxembourg foundation
Keyword: Analysis

LU11
Opposing the rise of the extreme right
Room 248E
English, French
In this workshop, the goal will be to discuss the measures implemented 
in various European countries to fight against the rise of extreme right.
French unions such as CGT, FSU and Solidaires will build on the experience
of their work together, with unions from Belgium as well as participants 
to the conference organised around this theme at the Altersummit 
in Budapest in 2014.

Organisations: CGT, FSU, Solidaires
Keyword: Networks 

DE01
General introduction to lobbying in the European Union
Room 234C
English, French
This workshop aims at introducing corporate lobbying in the EU, with 
a specific focus on Brussels. Participants will learn how transnational 
corporations shape laws and trade agreements in their own interest 
and to the detriment of citizens: f.e. hiring ex-Commissioners and MEPs, 
capturing EU advisory groups, securing access at the highest levels 
and organising public relations campaigns. But there are also concrete
measures that could be taken to roll-back corporate power, both 
in Brussels and at the national level. 

Organisations: Corporate Europe Observatory, LobbyControl, 
Les Amis de la Terre (Europe), Network Frack Free Europe (french group)  
Keyword: Analysis

FT02
EU-US trade and investment treaty: standards and regulations targeted 
by the industrial lobbies and the financial sector
Room 244E
English, French 
In the EU-US negotiations, all the “non-tariff barriers” to trade and invest-
ment are being targeted by the financial sector and the economic lobbies:
financial regulations, environmental and social standards, the economic
policies considered as commercial restrictions that impede trade by the
transnational corporations and speculation in the financial sector. Through
a series of thematic presentations, this workshop will focus on how the
social project promoted by the TAFTA must be rejected.

Organisations: Attacademie (Germany), Attac France, Transnational 
institute, The democracy center, SOMO, Seattle to Brussels, Attac Norway,
War on Want (UK), World Development Movement, Friends of the Earth
Europe, Stop TTIP UK 
Keyword: Analysis 
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C02
Public service, commons: challenges, management, funding
Room 237C
French, German 
Public services are targeted by transnational corporations and liberal 
policies that put market development and immediate profit first to the
detriment of social rights, standard of living and sustainable development.
How to fight against these policies, how to manage commons and ensure
that public services meet the needs of the people?

Organisations: Convergence Services Publics (France) and Attac Germany 
Keyword: Analysis

FI02
Causes of crisis
Room 253E
English, German 
Seven years after the crisis which started in 2007 in the US, what has 
happened and what causes of the crisis can be identified? The workshop
presents overproduction as a possible cause for crisis with its interdepen-
dence with developments in the financial sphere. Macroeconomic data 
of major economies are used to illustrate the points made. The aim of 
the workshop is to provide and discuss explanations of crisis to provide 
a better understanding also for possible political action (see for example
Gérard Duménil, Dominique Lévy, “The crisis of the early 21st century”,
where crisis of 1. Nneoliberal hegemony, 2. Inderconsumption, 3. Subprime,
4. Finance vs. productive investment, and 5. Falling profit rates are discussed.

Organisations: Attac Germany scientific council
Keyword: Analysis

C03
Land and property speculation in Europe 
Room 238C
English, French
Through their unconditional support of the market, European institutions
and the Troika foster land speculation from imposing to Greece the sale of
200 beaches to investors in order to pay its debt, to policies of privatisation
of public and social housing all over Europe. The movements fighting for the
right to housing and to the city have proposals against this neoliberal offen-
sive.

Organisations: European alliance for the right to housing and to the city,
Aitec, Droit au Logement (France)
Keyword: Analysis

LU04
Building a European network against advertising
Room 277F
English, French
Standards promoted by the advertising system are harmful in western
countries as well as in the global South. They convey ideas such as over-
consumption, individualism, sexism, ethnocentrism, cult of appearance,
competition, violence, over-indebtedness... The invasion of advertising is
becoming stronger and is not affected by the crisis. Advertising is the
second biggest expenditure in the world. The movement against advertising
has to get coordinated at a global level. How to fight against the advertising
invasion in Europe, with what strategy? What means could be developed in
order to overcome the advertising system?

Organisations: Résistance à l’agression publicitaire (R.A.P.)
Keyword: Networks

CR09
Art and economy: visual art and added-value in Europe 
Room 274F
English, French
The workshop is made of three chapters. The first deals with the role of
(pictorial) art in Europe: its contribution to identity, moral standards 
and social symbols, its link with the economy (art in the production-
consumption cycles, GDP). Furthermore we discuss the problem of state
indebtedness and excessive money supply and its effects on artists
through the art market, and the development of cultural bureaucracy,
nepotism and moral corruption in Europe. In the second chapter, best 
practices of art projects (les Frigos, les Cent) are presented. Finally 
a concrete framework for a European art movement is discussed with 
a view to creating a political tool to promote fine arts in Europe. 

Organisations: Chris Herdel – artist (Hungary), Jean-Paul Reti
(association les Frigos APLD 91, France) and Frédéric de Beauvoir
(le “100”, établissement culturel solidaire, France)
Keyword: Analysis

LU05
Social movements in Italy: how to deal with globalisation, privatisation 
of water and even the mafia?
Room 281F
English, German
Is responsible consumerism only a privilege of the upper classes, without
any political embedding? This cliché is widespread. This workshop will
prove the contrary with concrete experiences of critical consumers in Italy:
by self-organising where politics and public services have withdrawn,
consumers can challenge the power of big companies by changing their
habits and implementing consumption systems based on local and organic
farming. In connection with the antimafia movement in Sicily, consumers
support farmers who refuse to pay money for the mafia protection.

Organisations: Attac Germany, Attac Italy
Keyword: Analysis

CR14 
Training through creativity 
Room 275F
French, German 
From a theatrical image created during the workshop hosted 
by Croquemitaine theater, participants will question the relevance 
of the shape that we give to our actions. How to free ourselves from 
misinformation? How can containers (image, posters…) better reflect 
the content?

Organisations: Théâtre Croquemitaine (Belgium)
Keyword: Analysis

TR04
Rivers and waterways in Europe: what are the challenges?
Room 280F
English, French
River transport is praised for its environmental performance: it consumes
much less energy than the road, for the same weight carried. Against 
the logic of competition between transport modes can we create 
and implement a “multimodal” solution promoting less polluting transport
modes whenever possible? What do the actors of sector think? 
What obstacles are they facing in Europe and beyond?

Organisations: Association Alternat – une péniche pour tous
Keyword: Analysis
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Thursday 9:30–12am
TR12
Financialisation of nature to deepen the multidimensional crisis – 
Our resistance and campaigns!
Room 270F 
English, French
Despite the unprecedented financial crisis, further commodification 
and financialisation is still the primary answer by the elites – the 1%.
Rather than addressing the causes of the ecological devastation, they are
extending the role of market-based mechanisms in order to deliver new
asset classes based on nature. This is generating more extractivism 
and privatisation of the commons, preventing any social and ecological
transformation agenda. 

Organisations: Organisations of the network against financialisation 
of nature: Attac France, Re-common, Ecologistas en Accion, FERN, etc.
Keyword: Analysis

CR05
Introduction to “motion conference” 
Alternat riverboat, quai de Tolbiac 
French
Pratiques militantes
In this workshop, participants will learn what it means to think and create 
a “motion conference”. The organisers will help each participant to realise 
a short performance based on their experience and stories. 

Organisation: Laurence Beauvais (trained at the SCOP le pavé)
Keyword: Activist practices

TR05/a
Energie: Energy democracy now! (1st part)
Room 264E
English, French, German 
The transition from a nuclear-fossil energy system towards one based 
on renewables is a globally necessary process: fossil and nuclear energy
sources are finite, and climate change needs to be stopped immediately.
The energy transition however should not be understood as a solely 
technical process. The aim should be a regenerative, decentralised, socially
just and democratic energy supply. Many experiences are already made
how to democratise the energy sector at community, national and even
transnational level, e.g. struggles of democratic control of public energy
utilities. Those who struggle for “real” democracy in this sector quickly hit
upon obstacles as economy and politics fear a cutting of their power.
In the first part of the workshop, successful examples of energy democracy
will be presented; then we propose to discuss corner stones of energy
democracy. In the second part of the workshop, the conditions and restrictions
of democratising public energy utilities will be examined. Activists 
from struggles and practice will inform us about their experiences 
in Europe and Latin America.

Organisations: Rosa Luxembourg foundation
Keyword: Analysis

FI03
Corporate tax avoidance – how to tackle it
Room 244E
English, French
More and more companies try to avoid paying taxes using the existing 
loopholes in national laws and the differences between European legislations.
This leads to tax competition between states and lowering of tax rates. 
In order to stop this, “anti-tax avoidance” rules are needed, as discussed 
by the OECD (“Erosion of the tax base and profit transfer”) and the European
Union, but we also need a tax harmonisation at European and global level.

Organisations: Attac Germany and WEED (Word Economy, Ecology 
& Development, Germany)
Keyword: Analysis 

LU06
Building a European social movement: exchange of experiences
Room 248E
English, French
Since 2010, neoliberal policies have become more and more brutal in
Europe. In response, many social movements have risen up at local and
national levels, but the convergence of these movements at the European
level is still to be built. The European frameworks that existed have disap-
peared (ESF) or are in trouble (CES). Different experiences are ongoing
(Altersummit, Blockupy, thematic convergences...) or being developed
(march for dignity coming from Spain ...). What are the contributions made
by these experiences and what are their limits? 
In the current context, it is urgent to discuss the shape of a future Euro-
pean social movement.

Organisations: Attac France, Attac Germany 
Keyword: Networks 

IT02
Palestine: current situation and prospects for justice
Room 234C
English, French
Occupied Palestine is the theatre of many examples of injustice. Hardly
ever, in the modern era, have the rights of a people have been violated this
much. Since the beginning of the occupation, international law has been
violated by Israel without any significant international reaction despite the
injustice suffered by the Palestinians. The exhibition on the Nakba organi-
sed by Attac Germany (catastrophe, which refers to the expulsion of
800,000 Palestinians from their homes, villages and lands in 1948) will help
us explore the actions taken by the Palestinians in recent years.

Organisations: Attac France (international commission), Globalisierung 
und Krieg, Forum Palestine Citoyenneté
Keyword: Analysis
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LU02/b
Diversity and solidarity within struggle. Successful strategies, alliances,
and non-violent resistance (2nd part) 
Room 237C
German, French
Current struggles show the need for very specific type of resistance, with
an unavoidable confrontation of state violence. The violence / non-violence
debate is a recurring theme – though often ill-founded. Both workshops
offer an analysis of our historical and conceptual knowledge about non-
violence through the study of nonviolent struggles and successful alliances
(France, Germany). These positive examples should be an inspiration 
for the workshop on climate and COP21 summit (Paris, December 2015) 
to elaborate an advertising campaign for 2015 and for the mobilisation
during the summit.

Organisations: Attac France, Attac Germany, Canva, ACIPA, stop castor
Keyword: Activist practices 

FI04
Public and Private Banks, how should they support the development 
of common resources? 
Room 253E
English, French
European public and development banks have now taken over from 
the World Bank and the IMF – and their structural adjustment policies – 
by financing unsustainable projects in Europe and neighbouring countries
(Maghreb), such as fossil fuel extraction (shale gas). Public and national
banks employ the same policies as numerous European countries (Cassa
Depositi e Prestiti in Italy): they support destructive projects and finance
the privatisation of public services, such as water. Private banks (BNP,
Société Générale in France) also tend to speculate and thereby transform
public investment projects into sources of speculative profit-making. 
From concrete cases (shale gas, water), we’ll see how to organise 
resistance (campaign about CDP in Italy, BERD in Tunisia) and extend 
them throughout Europe to demand that banks fulfill their expected role,
which is supporting public projects that respect the common goods. 

Organisations: Frack-Free Europe Network (French group), Attac France,
Attac Italy.
Keyword: Analysis

LU07
Impact of European Austerity Policies on Women and Alternatives
Room 238C
English, French
The workshop will deal with the situation in Europe and its impact on
women. Six years after the beginning of the crisis, Europe has not yet come
out of it. Economically, growing precariousness and unemployment, 
particularly among youth and women, reveal the impasse caused by austerity
policies which have been applied throughout Europe and their inability 
to solve the crisis. These austerity policies impact men and women 
differently. In this workshop, we propose to discuss our analyses 
of the crisis, the situation of women in Europe, and possible alternatives.  

Organisations: Gender Committees of Attac France, Attac Austria 
and Attac Ireland
Keyword: Analysis

IT03
Other Balkans for Another Europe: Citizen Plenaries from Bosnia 
to Slovenia
Room 277F
English, French
Today, several Balkan countries are in the European Union (Slovenia, 
Croatia, Romania, Bulgaria – and also Greece...); and others are outside 
(the “Balkans of the West”: the former Yugoslav republics and Albania).
Important social movements have emerged there, notably the Bosnian 
“citizen plenaries.” This workshop aims at informing about these 
movements and better coordinating common solidarity initiatives. 

Organisations: Europe Commission of Attac France, AEC-IPAM 
and activists from several Balkan countries
Keyword: Analysis

AT03
How Attac chapters are organized in Europe and globally 
Room 274F
French, Spanish 
Attac as an international movement for popular education oriented
towards action against neoliberal polices, is a movement for global social
transformation. In this workshop, we aim at exploring how this objective is
coherent with the internal organisation within Attac chapters in terms of
participation of all members in the decision-making processes, inclusion,
structure at the local and national level, etc.  

Organisations: Attac Spain, Attac France 
Keyword: Activist practices

TR06
30/32 hours a week-work sharing to fight against unemployment in Europe 
Room 281F
French, German 
We want to develop a network of activists on the issue of work sharing in
various European countries. In this workshop, there will be a presentation
and exchanges of ideas on working time sharing / reducing: Attac 
Germany’s “30 Hour Week for Europe” campaign, the Roosevelt Collective’s
work share and 32 hour week proposals, Belgian and Austrian unions’ 32
hour week proposals (among others). The objective: developing a common
strategy to effectively enact work sharing to end mass unemployment 
in Europe. 

Organisations: Attac Germany, Roosevelt Collective Acts 67 
Keyword: Networks

DE02
Tools and Meetings for Practicing Democracy
Room 275F
English, French
How do we practice real democracy? Which internet tools, meeting tech-
niques, organisations and fundamentals can be proposed to achieve this?
This workshop will try to give concrete tips while actually practicing some
of these techniques. 

Organisations: Démocratie réelle
Keyword: Activist practices 
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Thursday 4:30–7pm
C04
The Water Cycle and Climate Change 
Room 280F
English, French
Many factors disturb the water cycle: intensive irrigation, over-pumping the
groundwater table, pesticides, urbanisation. Has climate change also had
an impact on the water cycle? A group of Slovakian hydrologists have drawn
a new water model to improve the climate. Successful experiences 
in several countries have made rivers run again, and decreased flooding
and droughts. 

Organisations: Aquattac, with the European Water Movement, 
the Ile-de-France Water Coordination, and “People and Water” (Slovakia)
Keyword: Analysis

MI02
Supporting detainees: hidden prisons and obstacles to asylum 
Room 270F
English, French
We have observed the shaping of European immigration policy in response
to current socio-economic issues: low or poorly paid employment; housing
inadequacies; the demonisation of those in receipt of welfare provision…
The workshop will share a perspective inside the asylum process and 
immigration detention system which have been affected by anxiety around
immigration. Speakers will illustrate the challenges faced by asylum 
seekers, and will describe the solidarity and continuing action organised
either side of the channel (in England and France). Both groups will outline
their ethos and activity, and the context they work in. They will share tactics
employed and reflect on successes/ongoing struggles. Short film clips 
and photo slides will be shown. Speakers will invite discussion and input
from participants, either together, or in breakout groups. The intention 
is to exchange ideas and practices, and learn from the range of methods
employed in different political environments. 

Organisations: SOAS Detainee Support Group (London, UK) 
and Calais Migrant Solidarity (France)
Keyword: Networks 

PR02
Political campaigns and documentaries - From “Water Makes Money” 
to “Who’s saving whom?” 
Screening Room 171 E 
English, French
The documentary Water Makes Money has been strategically used in the
framework of anti-privatisation campaigns in Italy, Berlin, Greece etc. 
The new project of the German film makers, “Who’s saving whom?”
(www.whos-saving-whom.org), is about the financial crises as a business
model. We will discuss and plan together the screening and action campaign
for the film release in February 2015 in hopefully more than 150 places all
over Europe. If you want to be part of the network, come and join us! 

Organisations: Attac Berlin, European Alternatives, Campaigning team
“Water makes Money” and “Who’s saving whom” ?
Keyword: Screening 

CR06
A tool for citizen education: mobile team 
Hall C, information stand
French and self-organized translation 
Mobile team is a technique to meet people in the street and start 
discussions on various issues. It aims at making public space a political
space. Activists have to collect and listen instead of reciting prepared 
arguments. 16 participants maximum: participants will go meet people 
in a local market. 

Organisation: Training commission from Attac France
Keyword: Activist practices

TR05/b
Energy democracy now! (2nd part)
Room 264E
English, French, German 
See details TR05/a (1st part)

Organisations: Rosa Luxembourg fondation 
Keyword: Analysis

TR07
Systemic Alternatives 
Room 244E
English, French
Starting from a reflection on existing discussions around systemic alterna-
tives (such as the commons, buen vivir, feminist ecology and degrowth) we
will have a debate about the ongoing processes of resistance and how to
build alternatives through them. Mobilisations towards Paris 2015 are an
opportunity to discuss on the need of systemic alternatives to face the
multiple social and ecological crises. Questions such as the following will
be addressed: What are the main components of a systemic alternative?
What are the current alternatives and their strengths and weakness? What
is needed or what is still missing? What is the process of transition to those
systemic alternatives?

Organisations: Attac France, Focus on the Global South, 
Transnational Institute 
Keyword: Analysis

LU08/a
Preparing Blockupy and the actions in the autumn against the ECB 
as a European movement 
Room 248E 
English, French
In 2012 and 2013 the Blockupy alliance organised blockades and 
demonstrations at the home of the European Central Bank in Frankfurt 
in order to reject austerity and the authoritarian restructuring of the EU. 
In the meantime the Blockupy alliance has further consolidated 
and europeanised itself: attac members,  left parties, the occupy movement,
trade unions and NGOs... In autumn 2014 Blockupy will be back in Frankfurt.
We will articulate our critique of austerity and of the ravages of neoliberal
capitalism. We will continue our discussion about alternatives and 
strategies how to make our way. The aim of this workshop is to inform
about these past and coming activities of the Blockupy alliance 
and to invite everybody to join our actions. Together we will succeed 
in the struggle for real democracy and build a new Europe from below! 

Organisations: Attac France, Corporate Europe Observatory (CEO) 
and the group on the crisis of euro Attac Germany 
also present inside the Blockupy alliance
Keyword: Networks 

TR08
Extractivism, Climate and Transition
Room 234C
English, French
Recent studies confirm extractive activities’ very strong impact on climate,
particularly due to non-conventional hydrocarbon exploitation. In effect,
gas leaks take place at each step of the exploitation process. Furthermore,
methane has a 20–25 times greater effect than CO2 on global warming. It 
is therefore urgently necessary to reduce emissions, as the GIEC has been
crying out loud and strong: in effect, catastrophes are recurring and are
only getting worse with the political non-decisions occurring on this issue.
Emergencies demand action and solutions exist: to begin with, by leaving
fossil resources in the subsoil, by enacting energy-saving lifestyles and
definitively abandoning the myth of growth. 

Organisations: Attac France, Frack-Free Europe Network
Keyword: Analysis
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FI05
Local Collectives’ Debts – Causes, Consequences and Solutions 
Room 237C
German, French
Affected by the financial crises, local government units in Europe have
seen their indebtedness rise. This workshop will be aimed at exploring 
the issue of the debt of local government units (in Germany), and possible
strategies. Beyond that, what will be the impact of territorial reforms be 
on local finance, competition between territories, public services?

Organisations: Solidaires Finances Publiques and Attac Germany
Keyword: Analysis

DE03
Strategies for Dismantling the Corporate Lobby
Room 253E
English, French
Several civil society movements and organisations in Europe have been
working with partners from around the world to put an end to transnational
corporations’ impunity through a campaign for a peoples’ economic, 
political, cultural and environmental sovereignty. Within this network,
regional strategies are being created. This activity is therefore aimed at
drawing up a possible campaign strategy at the European level; evaluating
the UN Human Rights Council’s intergovernmental proposal (by Ecuador
and 85 other governments) for a treaty restricting the power of transnational
corporations; contributing to writing a peoples’ treaty and discuss how the
campaign can contribute to resistance and alternative movements.

Organisations: Transnational Institute
Keyword: Analysis

MI03
Defending the Rights of the Roma in Europe 
Room 238C
English, French
Information exchange and tools for defending the rights of the Roma in
Europe through the experiences of solidarity campaigns, and proposals for
coordinated actions in order to defend their rights and integration in Europe. 

Organisations: Sang pour Sans, Attac France and Attac Suisse
Keyword: Activist practices

DE04
Real Democracy and the End of Work-Based Society
Room 277F
French, German 
The workshop takes place in 4 steps: 
- Criticism of “democracy”: Political oligarchy, dictatorship of the economy.
Lobbies, corruption, mass unemployment, inequalities. 
- False strategies: Growth, political parties, nationalisation, cooperatives,
abolition of currencies, direct democracy, self-management. 
- Alternatives: Neutralisation of capital, grassroots groups, imperative
mandate. 
- Blueprint for a new constitution

Organisations: Attac Fribourg (Germany) and Attac Le Thor (France)
Keyword: Analysis

TR09
Fukushima or the Very Expression of Capitalism
Room 274F
English, French
This workshop will introduce various reasons to reject nuclear energy.
Security, environment, energy, life, food, etc., have been dramatically 
affected by the accident of Fukushima. A farmer, herself victim of 
the disaster, will tell her view of the nuclear facility and the consequences
for its surroundings. This will also be opportunity to put the Fukushima
disaster in the context of global capitalism. 

Organisations: Attac France and Attac Japon
Keyword: Analysis

IT04
The BDS Campaign and Israeli Apartheid
Room 281F
English, French
The BDS Campaign (Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions Against the State 
of Israël Until It Conforms To International Law) launched in 2005 by more
than 170 Palestinian civil society associations, continues to develop 
throughout the world. This campaign brings together social movements,
States and regional, continental and international institutions. The workshop
will focus on all the elements that make up apartheid, but also question
the political and solidary responsibility of social movements as well as 
that of the international community.

Organisations: BDS France, Un Pont Per
Keyword: Analysis

C05
Intellectual property”: privatisation and surveillance, WTO, ACTA, 
TAFTA (TTIP)
Room 275F
English, French
The concept of “intellectual property” and property rights are in permanent
expansion. This new capital is used by the Western countries as well as the
transnational corporations to secure their domination. What is the history
of this concept? What are the interests pushing for its development? Where
are we currently? What are the intellectual and practical alternatives? This
workshop will address these themes: appropriation and commodification
of life, access to medicines, copyright, surveillance and digital freedoms,
free trade agreements and “intellectual property”.

Organisations: Aitec, IPAM 
Keyword: Analysis

CR10
How can we get mobilised against transnational corporations?
Room 270F
English, French
In 2014, Attac has launched a campaign to mobilise citizens with an 
“anti-shark kit” including a few initial tools to target three transnational
corporations with concrete demands. Exchanges will take place with
Friends of the Earth and Bizi! around future actions until COP 21 on 
December 2015, in order to force La Société Générale (French bank) 
to abandon the coal mining project “Alpha coal” in Australia.

Organisations: Friends of the Earth, Bizi!, the goup “action” Attac France.
Keyword: Activist practices

MI04
Migrations: beyond pre-conceived ideas and towards a more open 
migratory policy coupled with a residence-based citizenship?
Room 270F
English, French
Pre-conceived ideas on migrations are numerous. But, alongside the current
European Union’s migratory policy, are they justified? Should not we, on 
the contrary, favour migrations and at the same time question the political
rights, currently attached to nationality? What to do in order to achieve
more humane and just migratory policies and to move towards equality 
in rights between nationals and community/non-community foreigners?

Organisations: Utopia Movement and Collectif Vocation Citoyenne
Keyword: Analysis
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1. University Paris 7 – Diderot

2. The Alternat Barge, quai de Tolbiac
The “Barge for all – Alternat” will be with us all through the University. 
This associative barge regularly welcomes activist events. The barge will be
docked at the Tolbiac quay, a few minutes away from the University. During
the day there will be cultural and artistic workshops and, after 7:30 pm, 
a bar will open where you will be able to get together and exchange on the
days events, sip a glass on the Seine-side and appreciate the shows that
will be proposed every evening.

3. The Dunois animation center, 61 rue Dunois 75013 Paris
Every day there will be theatrical workshops. Wednesday, you will have 
the occasion to discover a tales of all sorts and Friday, you can “step
aboard the TAFTA” (militant theatre). The centre is only a 15mn walk 
from the university… A good occasion to discover the area.

4. Petit Bain Barge, 7 port de la Gare 75013 Paris
The European Summer University concert will take place there on Thursday
evening. You will be able to make the boat waltz on the Afreeboat rythmes
and the songs of Rainer von Vielen.

5. Cinema Espace Saint Michel
7 boulevard Saint Michel 75005 Paris

6. CICP, 21 ter rue Voltaire 75011 Paris
The International Center for Popular Culture is a centre where a dozen 
of International solidarity organisations are located. Thursday evening, 
the CICP proposes a movie projection.

7. The Free Aligre Commune and the Aligre square, 3 rue d’Aligre 75012 Paris
is an associative café that is well anchored in the 12th arrondissement 
of Paris. The Free Commune of Aligre proposes shows, dinners, expositions
and debates on engaged issues and is known as a place to share and
exchange. Friday evening, you will be able to discover the café, see how 
it works and have a good meal. After that, there will be an outdoor movie
projection on the Aligre square, right next to the café, where a lot 
of Parisians like to get together in the summer.  

8. Casa Poblano, 15 rue Lavoisier 93100 Montreuil
This centre is situated in Montreuil. Casa – for “Independent Artistic 
Solidarity Centre” – Poblano is a cultural restaurant that was created 
in 2006 by a group of volunteers and artist activists. Wednesday, they will
propose a buffet and a humoristic show on major ecological issues.

9. Cinema Le Méliès
Centre commercial de la Croix-de-Chavaux 93100 Montreuil
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Friday 9:30–12am
FI06
Campaigning against Tax Havens, with Ireland as a case study
Room 244E
English, French
Politicians in Sweden, Norway, Finland, France, Spain and the UK have 
initiated taxhavenfree.org. We will work on the next steps in campaigning
for Tax Haven Free Zones. It has become increasingly difficult to guarantee
good welfare when there is not enough tax money. In the workshop we will
also look especially at Ireland as a tax haven for global multinational 
corporations (Apple, Google etc). 

Organisations: Attac Ireland, Attac Sweden and Attac Norway
Keyword: Networks

DE05
Lobbying around Unconventional Fossil Fuels (UFF) 
and the UN Climate Talks 
Room 248E
English, French
End of 2015, in Paris, all governments will meet for new climate 
negotiations. Oil and gas companies, particularly in the non-conventional
hydrocarbons sector, are at all levels, national, European and global, 
doing very effective lobbying campaigns to achieve their purposes. 
How can we oppose these “climate criminals”?  

Organisations: Corporate Europe Observatory, Network Frack Free Europe
(french group)
Keyword: Analysis 

IT05
Fighting against land grabbing
Room 234C
English, French
A presentation will be made of the different national contexts and the
actions being implemented by social movements to fight land grabbing 
in Benin, Gabon and in France, with a discussion around these experiences
and lessons to be learnt. The project for an international forum about
access to land and natural resources. (FMAT 2015) will be discussed 
(relevance, implementation…).

Organisations: Attac Gabon, Attac Bénin, Attac France, Attac Allemagne,
AGTER (association pour l’Amélioration de la Gouvernance de la Terre, 
de l’Eau et des Ressources naturelles), Confédération Paysanne
Keyword: Analysis

C06
The struggles for the right to housing and to the city in Europe
Room 280F 
English, French
The European coalition for the right to housing and to the city, which
gathers movements from 14 countries, has been around for a year. 
It organises European days against property and financial speculation,
leads on solidarity actions and holds a tribunal during the International
Market of real estate professionals in Cannes (France) and London. 
This tribunal denounces the concrete consequences for the inhabitant(s):
massive expulsions, privatisation, gentrification of neighbourhoods, high
rents, criminalisation of homeless people and those living in slums. How
did we get organised and how were decisions for solidarity actions reached?

Organisations: European coalition for the right to housing, DAL, Aitec,
Habita
Keyword: Networks

LU10
Fighting against the big useless projects
Room 237C
English, French
This workshop aims at mobilising against useless and imposed projects,
through occupation of land and the development of an international law
against ecocides committed by policymakers and transnational corporations
and of an international jurisdiction to prevent environmental disasters 
caused by human activity, at the local, national and global levels.

Organisations: Attac France, ACIPA, Attac Morocco (subject to availability)
Keyword: Analysis

DE06
What kind of democracy for water management within the European Union?
Room 238C
English, French
We will present what is public participation and how it is implemented 
in different EU states. We will also present tools of direct democracy (local
or national referendum, ECI) used by the water movements. Finally, we will
discuss proposals and initiatives for a real direct and participatory democracy.

Organisations: Aquattac, European Water Movement, Xarxa por une Nova
Cultura de l’Aigua
Keyword: Networks 

C07
Crises and the responsibility of scientists
Room 277F
English, French
How could/should a researcher exercise his/her responsibility and confront 
it to the societal and environmental imperatives? The responsibility of the
researcher goes hand in hand with the modesty requirement of science and
invites us to particularly explore the promotion of a new social contract 
between the society and the workers of the scientific sector in one hand, 
the development of exchanging experiences between networks of scientists
and campaigners around the collective implementation of the responsibility
principle, on the other hand. This workshop is a continuations of work carried
out around this question in the framework of the World Forum on Science 
and Democracy (http://fmsd-wfsd.org)

Organisations: FSC, FMSD, Scientific council of Attac France 
Keyword: Analysis

CR11
From Anger to creative action with UK Uncut
Room 274F
English, French
UK Uncut got tax on the international agenda with effective civil 
disobedience and creative protests. Come learn how to creatively turn
anger into action – how to ensure your target, tactic, issue and hook match
up to create fun, empowering, accessible and media grabbing actions 
and protests.  

Organisations: UK Uncut
Keyword: Analysis

AT01
Attac and youth: how to get organised?  
Crous’ cafeteria at the University
English by whispered interpreting, French
This workshop aims at sharing and discussing experiences and expectations
of young people involved in Attac. To know each other, to get organised, 
to open oneself… A first step towards the constitution of a young Attac net-
work 

Organisation: Attac Campus (France)
Keyword: Networks 
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Friday 4:30–7pm
C09
Data safeguarding and encryption 
Room 270F 
English, German 
The collection of personal data by public authorities is, after the NSA-
Scandal, still on the agenda despite the ruling of the European Court of
Justice. Encryption is thus more important than ever, in order to safeguard
our data and privacy, especially for activists. In this workshop we will talk
about the political, but also about the technical dimension of data 
safeguarding. 

Organisations: Attac Germany
Keyword: Analysis

CR12
Shared governance and collective projects 
Room 281F
English, French
We will start from the research-action project “On the road to Realistic 
Utopias”, a journey of 6 months between Europe and Asia, meeting 40 project
leaders who were involved in participative housing projects, cooperatives,
co-working, and in self-managed cultural spaces. The ambition is to 
question the idea of shared governance.

Organisations: Utopie Réaliste (Realistic Utopia)
Keyword: Activist practices 

DE07
Democracy and the commodity-producing economy 
Analysis of an antagonistic relationship 
Room 270F
French, German 
Societies can control themselves democratically by means of active 
participation, or be controlled economically through the guidance of markets
and the dynamic of capital. Are these antagonistic or complementary 
principles? Can the social market economy secure and extend the democratic,
social etc. achievements of societies over time, and for all human beings? 

Organisations: Attac Frankfurt (Germany)
Keyword: Analysis 

PR03
Community supported agriculture: film-debate
Screening Room 171 E
English, French, German
The film The strategy of crooked cucumbers (film in German with French 
subtitles ) reveals the motivations and inner life of the GartenCoop in the
German city of Freiburg. It shows people who are trying to mobilize against
industrial agriculture. 290 people are participating in successful organic
vegetable gardening, and sharing management, costs, risks, labour, 
and the harvest.

Organisations: Gartencoop Freiburg (Germany), 
Amap du Buisson Bleu (France)
Keyword: Screening 

TR10
Climate-employment-transitions: What kind of social justice at a time 
of an environmental emergency?
Room 244E
English, French
The two-fold impact of the climate crisis and the economic and social 
crisis makes it the more urgent to find appropriate and joint answers to this
double challenge. Answers that will avoid the two-fold temptation of the
juxtaposition and a disarmed approach around “win-win” scenarios: 
experiences of industrial transition, battles for the reconversion 
of productive models, union and associative practices, and the “1 million
climate jobs” campaign will serve as a basis for our discussion.

Organisations: Attac France, Solidaires, FSU, Attac Germany
Keyword: Analysis

LU08/b
Non Violent Action Training for Blockupy Frankfurt
Room 248E and outside space
English and self-organized in French
Come to Frankfurt, help us prevent (or at least disturb) the official opening
of the new European Central Bank building! This training will get you 
prepared for the actions in Frankfurt. You can learn about civil disobedience,
the concept of affinity groups, consensus-decision making in and between
affinity groups, non-violent blockading with your body, moving in the streets
without touching police, legal issues in Germany. The training will be fun –
with games, making experiences and talking about them. You can try things
and find out, what behavior and action fits your needs and political goals
best. And maybe you will need all these skills for other actions, too?

Organisations: Skills for action-Network, Attac France
Keyword: Activist practices

IT06
Fossil Saharan Aquifers and exploitation of shale gas and oil in Maghreb 
Room 234C
English, French
In southern Sahara and Maghreb, drilling projects for shale gas extraction
are being developed for the next 2 years. Some of them have already started.
These extractive projects of gas and oil companies, with the support of
governments and public banks, condemn people to exile, as the current
technique – hydraulic fracking – requires huge amounts of water and 
is dramatically polluting. Alternatives exist and should be put forward.

Organisations: Network Frack-Free-Europe (french group) and European
Water Movement + speaker from Friends of Earth Europe, 
from Eco-conscience Tunis, EL Watan and a speaker former European deputy
Keyword: Analysis

FT03
Reinforcing our campaigns and resistance against TTIP (TAFTA) 
Room 270F
German, English
This workshop will allow the linking up and discussion of different campaigns
against the project of free trade agreement TTIP (TAFTA). The space will be
an opportunity to compare the campaigns around TTIP (TAFTA) in the 
different European countries. Thus, the organising of actions, demonstrations,
cultural and informative events, alliances with other actors in the civil
society, and communication and mobilisation of Attac groups at the local
and national levels could be elements for discussion.

Organisations: Attacademie (Germany), Attac France, Transnational 
Institute, Seattle to Brussels, War on Want (UK), World Development 
Movement, Friends of the Earth Europe, Stop TTIP UK 
Keyword: Networks



FI07
The German “Agenda 2010” – a model for Europe? 
Room 237C
English, French, German
The global crisis of finance and economy of 2008/2009 has deepened 
the fractures in the European Union and in the Eurozone. Many countries
are trapped in the crisis while others came off – preliminary – as winners.
Germany is considered an example: the export industry and labour market
participation has gained record levels while unemployment rate is low. 
The workshop will discuss among other things the following questions: Is
there a “German success story”, and a “German job miracle”, from which 
the European crisis-hit countries can learn or is it only “storytelling”?  

Organisations: Rosa Luxembourg Foundation 
Keyword: Analysis

DE08
What measures should a left-wing government take 
in the European Union?
Room 253E
French, German
This workshop will discuss the propositions a left-wing government should
carry on in order to change the social and democratic situation at the
national level and to achieve changes at the level of the European Union.

Organisations: Scientific council of Attac Germany, Europe commission 
of Attac France, contributors from Germany, Greece and France
Keyword: Analysis

IT07
Struggles for food sovereignty in Palestine 
Room 238C
English, French
The workshop will discuss a comprehensive study that addresses, 
documents and analyses the impact of the Israeli occupation on the climate
change adaptive capacities in 23 Palestinian communities. 
The environmental risk to Palestinian regions is caused by the projected
climate changes, socio-political inequalities and the discriminatory 
policies of the Israeli occupation. 

Organisations: Union of Agricultural Work Committees, Forum Palestine
Citoyenneté, Confédération paysanne
Keyword: Analysis

FI08
Micro-credit, an additional tool in the service of finance 
against the peoples?
Room 277F 
English, French
Building on a struggle that took place in south Morocco against institutions
of microfinance, the workshop will denounce the practices of such 
organisations (abusive soliciting, usurious interest rates, pressures 
and violence against female debtors, loans for consumption and not for
productive investments….) as well as analyse how the microfinance system
is inscribed in the global financial system with its links with the classic
financial institutions, the IFIs in particular. From here, we will explore its
real role and objectives for the poor populations.

Organisations: Workshop co-organised by Attac/CADTM Morocco, 
Maroc Solidarités Citoyennes (Grenoble) and CADTM Belgium
Keyword: Analysis

TR11
The contribution of social forums
Room 274F
English, French
From the lessons learned in Europe and the Maghreb, this workshop will
illustrate the possible contribution of local social forums to the process of
the World Social Forum and more generally to the building of a progressive
civil society, which is paramount for the necessary bifurcation of the world.
The methodology put in place will attempt to make the workshop as parti-
cipatory as possible.

Organisations: F-FSL network, Facilitations of Social Forums 
from Neighborhoods of Casablanca, Monastir, Catalan, Ivry 
and FSM from Provence
Keyword: Networks 

IT08
Militarisation in Europe – Our Resistance, Our Alternatives 
Room 281F
English, French
Militarism is highly dangerous. And peace is possible if economic policies
are orientated towards global justice. We do not need a new arms race 
or new military interventions. We do need a strong antiwar movement
throughout Europe. How and with whom can we build antiwar networks?
How can we challenge the increasing use of drones for war, surveillance,
and repression? What is being planned to protest the NATO Summit 
in Wales in the first week of September? 

Organisations: Attac Germany (AG Globalisierung und Krieg),
Stop the War Coalition UK
Keyword: Networks

C08
Public research: for what purpose? And for whom?
Room 275F
English, French
This workshop proposes to consider the principles of organisation and the
desired outcomes of public research. The aim is to explore the field of possi-
bilities to open up other horizons for scientific policies and practices, which
are currently subordinated to the imperatives of “innovation” and “market
valuation”. Could not research be connected to the social world, producing
critical knowledge and creating links with associations and networks of
popular education?

Organisations: SNESUP-FSU, Espaces Marx (Marx’ Spaces) and Transform!
Keyword: Analyse

CR13
Commons – Learning by doing
Room 280F
English, German
This workshop will organise a game with participants according to the 
elements of the theory of Elinor Ostrom about commons and commoning.
Then there will be discussion about new ways of thinking about property
and rights of user, general interest and the role of the State.

Organisations: Attacademie 8 Germany
Keyword: Activist practices
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Following the example set by the European Summer
University held in Fribourg in 2011, a varied programme
of excursions is proposed for those taking part in 
this year’s ESU 2014. Far from the classrooms of 
the University, participants will be able to discover
some of the multiple facets of Paris and the Paris region
in the company of militants, members of local 
associations and collectives.  These country rambles
and urban excursions will help people get to know 
each other, enable them to exchange information 
and experiences along the way and discover places,
projects and people with ideas about alternative 
solutions and historical experiments. They will take
place daily, from Wednesday 20th to Saturday 23rd 
of August, and will run parallel to the workshops 
and seminars.

To make sure these excursions run smoothly, it is 
essential to book first. Each participant in the Summer
University will be allowed to go on a single excursion 
so that as large a number of people as possible can take
part. You will be able to book your place on one of them
on the19th and 20th of August in Hall C in the section
“culture and excursions”.

All the excursions will be organized by volunteers and
militants. At the end of each of them,  some of the
volunteers may pass round a hat: if you would like to,
please don’t hesitate to make a contribution. 

HM1 
Visit to a farmer member of Amap 
(Association for Maintaining Peasant-based Agriculture)
Thursday 21st August at 2:30 pm
Leaving from Paris 7 – Diderot University
Rendez-vous in Hall C at the “culture”point
The excursion will be going to Pussay
English, French
Linked with the seminar on alternatives , this visit to a small farm will be an
opportunity to confront debates with reality. The farm “Sapousse” is a small
farm located in Pussay, in the Essonne (appro. 1:30 hour away from Paris by
public transportation) in which vegetables grow, aromatics and medicinal
herbs in a biological way and started in 2011 by Sylvie Guillot et Florent
Sebban. Today, the farm feeds 120 families providing weekly vegetables
baskets in two “Amap”. This excursion will be an occasion to discuss with
the farmers on challenges to undertake on how to run such an alternative
farm.  

Proposed by: the Amap Network of the Ile de France/Paris region 
(contact J.-M. Dupont) 
Participants: 20 persons

HM2 
Visit to an Amap Association during distribution of produce
Wednesday 20th August from 7 to 9pm
Leaving from Paris 7 – Diderot University at 7pm
Rendez-vous in Hall C at the “culture” point 
French, German 
To have a better idea of the reality of “running an Amap”, and to complete
workshops and seminars, a visit of an Amap is proposed in a global to local
perspective. A time for exchange between “consum’actor” and producer, 
is intended to understand the commitments, the collective operation 
and various local issues of Amap. The group will visit an Amap situated 
in Belleville (Amap des Hauts de Belleville).

Proposed by: the Amap Network of the Ile de France/Paris region 
(contact J.-M. Dupont) 
Participants: 20 persons

HM3
The Paris Commune Excursion: Montmartre to the Père Lachaise cemetery
Wednesday 8 am to 9:30 am
Rendez-vous Metro Anvers (line 2)
English, French
On March 18th 1871, the people of Paris rose up against the government 
in Versailles because they wanted to recover the cannons that belonged 
to the National Guard and were stocked in Montmartre.  For 72 days, Paris
was governed by a rare kind of democracy, the Commune ! The Association,
“Friends of the Commune” proposes a communal ramble from Montmartre
to the Père Lachaise Cemetery, with visits along the way of all the memorable
sites associated with the Paris Commune of 1871.

Proposed by: J.-L. Robert (Les Amis de la Commune), 
Friends of the Commune of Paris
Participants: 35 persons
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HM4 
A Communard Ramble at the Place de la République 
Wednesday 20th August at 4:30 pm
Rendez-vous by the statue at the centre of the square
Place de la République, Metro République (lines 3, 5, 11)  
French, German
The Commune of March 18th 1871 will be explained on the Place 
de la République.  The events and principal features will be evoked, starting
at the beginning of the Paris uprising until the final bloody week that took
place from the 21st to the 28th of May where the Communards were 
defeated.  We will learn how they were organized, what were the main 
measures they introduced, and who were the principal figures, men and
women, of the Commune. We will also seek the urban contrasts of Paris,
from the 19th to the 21st Century, from the Haussmann period to 
the neighbourhood of La Corderie. 

Proposed by: A. Raimbault, Friends of the Commune
Participants: 30 persons 

HM5 
A Utopian Ramble in Ivry
Thursday 21st August from 12:30 pm to 4 pm
Leave from Paris 7 – Diderot at 12:30 pm
Rendez-vous in Hall C at the “culture” section
Come with your sandwiches, lunch will be eaten during the ramble! 
There will be a short ride on the RER suburban train. 
English, French
The Attac group from Ivry-Charenton proposes a discovery-ramble to
admire the urban features and architecture in the centre of Ivry-sur-Seine.
These architectural features are the result of a number of different utopic
ideals, going from the 1970s to the present day. From the urban dreams
wishing to offer a better quality of life to the appropriation by the residents
of the existing town locations, Ivry is a show place for different lifestyles
and architectural designs. 

Proposed by: Attac Ivry-Charenton, S. Rechner et J. Noppe 
Participants: 15 persons 

HM6 
From the Etoile to the Bastille
Wednesday, leave from Paris 7– Diderot
Rendez-vous in Hall C at the “culture” section at 4 pm
French
This ramble will enable people who don’t know Paris to discover the history
and the architecture along the axis running from the Place de l’Etoile -
(Charles de Gaulle) – to the Place de la Bastille. The route is full of historic
monuments and will lead to discussions about sustainable transport (Seine),
the right of asylum, and Universal Suffrage.

Proposed by: P. Gineste (Citizens’ Vote Collective)  
Participants: 10 persons

HM7 
Revolutionary Paris! A ramble from the Concorde to the Palais royal 
Thursday 21st at 10 am French
Thursday 21st at 5 pm English and French
Saturday 23rd at 10 am German and French
Rendez-vous Place de la Concorde, in front of the railings of the Tuileries
Gardens (Metro Concorde)
Walking from the Place de la Concorde to the Palais Royal, passing through
the Tuilerie Gardens, we will discover numerous monuments and sites 
marked by the exciting revolutionary traditions associated with 1789 
and other events during the 19th Century. These include the “Place 
de la Révolution” where the guillotine was installed, or the Vendôme Column…
A lively visit with a wealth of features to tell us about an incredible period
in a time when everything was overturned !

Proposed by: C. Bonnin, Rallye révolutionnaire 
Participants: 30 persons 

HM8 
A ramble to discover the conversion of industrial buildings in the 19th 
and 20th century and the area of urban re-development on the Left Bank
of Paris in the 13th Arrondissement
Friday 22nd August at 9:30am. Metro line 14 to Bibliothèque François 
Mitterrand (Exit Avenue de France). Return by Metro Lines 5 and 10 from
the Austerlitz Station (Gare d’Austerlitz) 
French
Discovery-walks via the Paris School of Architecture at Paris 7 – Diderot
University, the converted Flour Mills, the Cold Storage buildings now 
the City of the Artists, of the Freyssinet Market buildings which are 
to become a business incubator set up by Free (the telecommunications
firm) to the General Stores, converted to the City of Fashion. A focus 
on some of the other buildings around a drink at the City of Fashion.

Proposed by: Association ADA 13, visit conducted by E. Leguy
Participants: 20 persons

HM9 
Ramble proposed by the Collective for the Citizens’ Transition 
in the Montreuil neighbourhood: peach growing, the citizens’ grocery store,
and the Amap  – Peasant Agriculture Producers.
Wednesday 20th August, leaving from Paris 7 – Diderot
Rendez-vous in Hall C at the “Culture” point at 4.00pm
English, French
The Collective for a Citizens’ Transition proposes a ramble to visit some of
the alternative solutions that have been developed in Montreuil. This walk
through the urban landscape will show the participants some of the exciting
local projects established here such as the “peach walls”, a citizens’ grocery
store and one of the Amap producers of fruit and vegetables.

Proposed by: Collective for a Citizens’ Transition, H. Morinière 
Participants: 35 persons

HM 10
Ramble conducted by the Collective for a Citizens’ Transition in the Montreuil
neighbourhood: citizens’ social housing and economic solutions through
social solidarity 
Thursday 21st August, leaving from Paris 7 – Diderot
Rendez-vous in Hall C at the “Culture” point at 4 pm
French, Spanish
The Collective for a Citizen’s Transition proposes a ramble to visit some of
the alternatives being developed in Montreuil.  For a few hours, you will see
projects for participatory housing habitats as well as active cooperatives
providing economic solutions through social solidarity projects such 
as “the New Robinsons”, a chain of organic cooperative supermarkets, 
and the NEF, the ethical bank.

Proposed by: Collective for a Citizens’ Transition, H. Morinière  
Participants: 35 persons

HM11 
Paris Left Bank:  Neighbourhoods planned to facilitate the flow 
of business needs, or for the urban ecology of Paris?
Friday 22nd at 4:30 pm
Rendez-vous in Hall C at the “culture” point
français
A walk through parts of the ZAC (Zone d’Aménagement Concerté, Concerted
Development Zone) on Paris’s Left Bank, site of the Paris 7 – Diderot. Analysis
of the urban development plan. Observation of the creation of a town 
designed essentially to facilitate the requirements of IT and finance. 
Alternative solutions involving ecology and conviviality based on an analysis
of the transport networks and their relation to the different urban areas. 

Proposed by: J. Stambouli, ransport Users’ Association of the 13th Arr.
Participants: 25 persons 
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HM12
Alternative Tour in the 20th Arrondissement of Paris
Wednesday 20th August at 10 am English and French
Thursday 21st August at 10 am English and French
Friday 22nd August at 4:30 pm French and Spanish
Rendez-vous at metro Gambetta, in front of the 20th Arr. Town Hall
The Urban Alternative group proposes rambles in the streets of this “other”
Paris to show you places and stories you haven’t heard about. The Urban
Alternative is involved in trying to enable the homeless to get back into
work and how to help them during this process.   

Proposed by: Alternative urbaine 
Participants: 10 persons

HM13 
Community Gardens in the La Chapelle and Goutte d’Or Neighbourhoods
Thursday 21st August at 5 pm English and French
Friday 22nd August at 10 am French and German
Rendez-vous in the Square Louise de Marillac, Metro La Chapelle (line2)
An ecological walk from one community garden to the next in 
the neighbourhoods of la Chapelle and Goutte d’Or. We will talk about 
the history of these neighbourhoods and their inhabitants as well as 
the history of these gardens - both public and shared.  We will discuss 
the fauna and flora you can see in these parts of town (wild or cultivated
flora) and we will meet some of the people who run these community gardens.

Proposed by: Garden Rambles (Balade aux jardins)
Participants: 25 persons

HM14
“Toxic tour” in Seine-Saint-Denis 
Wednesday 20th August at 4:45pm
Rendez-vous at the Metro Front Populaire (line 12)
French with whispered translation in Englisch and Spanish 
As the date for the International Climate Conference draws nearer – to be
held in Le Bourget, Seine-St-Denis in December 2015, we invite you on 
a guided tour of all the sites emitting greenhouse gases and other types 
of pollution in this suburb of Paris.  This excursion will be carried out using
bicycles or walking (plus public transport).

Proposed by: Neighbourhood Collective of Seine-Saint-Denis
Contact: toxictour93@gmail.com
Participants: 35 persons 
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Opening Night

How about leaving the classrooms for the theatre or
concert hall, the Seine banks or one of the many Paris
community cafés and getting together during our ESU
evenings?

This will be an opportunity to enjoy some friendly time
with other participants in a festive atmosphere while
providing room for artists, activists and other militant
groups to express themselves. ESU participants 
are welcome to attend the shows and performances
that will be held in various venues in Paris 
and the île-de-France region.

For logistical reasons, some of the night events require
booking, which can be made on Tuesday and Wednesday
at our “culture outside the walls” (culture et hors 
les murs) stand, University Paris Diderot, Hall C. 
The performances that you will attend during our 
evenings are for the most part voluntary contributions
to the Summer University event. Most of them are free
so please do not hesitate to support the artists when
they “pass the hat” at the end of a show. Yet, we will
charge admission fees for some of the events to help
defray our technical, copyright or artist travel
expenses; however, we’ve arranged for those fees 
to be as cheap as possible.

The opening night will be held on Tuesday, August the 19th, from 6 pm 
to 8pm at the Cour des Grands moulins of the University Paris 7 – Diderot.
We’ll be gathered to listen to music and officially launch the Summer 
University of Social Movements. We will also celebrate and welcome 
the many organisations, networks, militant groups and members 
of the Attac international network that will participate in the 5 days 
of our meeting.

Compagnie Jolie Môme 
The Summer University opening night will be both festive and committed
thanks to the Jolie Môme Company. All through the night, they will sing
struggle songs and introduce us to the “Mutineers”. The Jolie Môme 
Company is a committed and activist theatre group whose workshops take
place at “La Belle Etoile” in the district of St Denis, North of Paris. 
As a group of activists, they regularly take part in strikes and protests 
to defend their rights and those of labourers.



Wednesday, August 20th Thursday, August 21th
Starting 7 pm 
Acoustic music concert
On the deck of the barge Petit Bain
7 Port de la Gare 75013 Paris
Free entrance

8 pm
Dinner Show Ecolo-coaching by Loulou
Casa Poblano
15 rue Lavoisier 93100 Montreuil  (Robespierre station, Paris metro line 9)
Free entrance, buffet-dinner: 6 €
accessible for french and english speakers
After performing in Lyons, Bayonne, Orsay, Paris and Strasbourg, Green Life
Coach Loulou, who is so sensitive to our feelings of doom and gloom, has
wholeheartedly offered to facilitate a greenlife-coaching session in English
during the ESU 2014. She will conduct her “Ecolo-coaching pour tous by
Loulou”session to help her fellow citizens become active agents of change.
Nathalie Delhommeau will amuse and educate us with her show.

8:30 pm 
Concert [zaubernuss]*band 
life’s a game, it’s a play on a stage, called the world 
Péniche Alternat
Quai de Tolbiac across the University esplanade
Free entrance, snacks and refreshments on site
In the band’s own words, [zaubernuss] is a “pop therapy” from Austria.
Standing in the tradition of songwriter singers, their lyrics are about life
itself and they take us on a journey inwards. The band is formed of a guitar,
piano, double bass and drums… They can be both serious and light-
hearted and are indeed a real temptation!

8:30pm 
Evening of storytelling “l’argent: contes et mécomptes” 
(i.e.Tales of Fortune and Misfortune) 
Centre d’animation Dunois 
61 rue Dunois 75013 Paris (Chevaleret Station metro Line 6)
Free entrance
Happy and sad stories around the dismal science of Economics. These 
storytellers will put on a show on “Tales of Economics” and they’ll make you
laugh at the malicious labour theory of value (or how to save the Rich in spite
of themselves) or discover the notions of counter-productivity and voluntary
simplicity… And last but not least, they will show us how death is the only
thing to remain free in a world where everything has turned into a commodity!
Story-tellers: Jacques Combe, Sonia Koskas, Anne Leviel, Manu Domergue
(vocals), Daniel Lhomonf (yet to be confirmed) Muriel Bloch, 
Nathalie Loiseau and many others.

8:30pm
Filmviewing Il a plu sur le grand paysage (It rained on the large landscape)
a film by Jean-Jacques Adrien, 2012, 1h40 
Cinema Espace Saint Michel
7 boulevard Saint Michel 75005 Paris (metro St Michel, line 4,10)
Paying entry
Documentary on the world of farmers in the East of Belgium fighting for
their survival, Il a plu sur le grand paysage is also a cinematrographic poem
dealing with a farming culture, which is nowadays threatened to disappear. 

8:30 pm
Projection du film Ne vivons plus comme des esclaves
(Let’s Not Live Like Slaves Anymore)
Directed by Yannis Youlountas, 2013, 1:29
Greek with French subtitles
Cinéma Le Méliès
Centre Commercial de la Croix-de-Chavaux 93100 Montreuil
(metro Mairie de Montreuil, line 9)
Admission fee for ESU participants: 4,50 €
Springing from the Greek catacombs of Europe, a murmur through the
devastated continent, “Let’s not live like slaves” (pronounced “Na min
zisoume san douli” in Greek). On city walls and countryside rocks, on the
empty or destroyed billboards, on alternative newspapers and rebel radios,
in squats and self-organised centres that multiply… this is the slogan that
the Greek resistance is diffusing, day after day, and is inviting us to join
them in choir the melodies of the film. A breath of fresh air, excitement 
and utopias in action springing from the Aegean Sea.

8 pm: Gates will open
8:30 pm: concert

ESU Concert Night!
Afreeboat + Rainer von Vielen 

Petit Bain Barge 
7 Port de la Gare 75013 Paris
Admission fee:  6 € for ESU participants
In partnership with the community barge Petit Bain, a special ESU Concert
Night will be held on the Seine banks to listen and dance to and to share
the good vibrations of two bands: Rainer Von Vielen and Afreeboat

Afreeboat    
AFreeboat is a collective of a dozen or so musicians from the Paris region
who share a passion for Afrobeat music. They will delight our ears with their
punching brass section. They really know how to party and interact with the
audience with their afro-groove songs verging on rock, hip hop and
drum’n’bass… Get ready to dance/Bring your dancing feet!

Rainer von Vielen 
You may have met them during the ESU in Freiburg in 2011. The Rainer 
Von Vielen – meaning/i.e “one among others” – have made a name 
for themselves on the other side of the Rhine and are now touring all over
Germany. This 4-guy band is yet to be known in France though and they’ve
come to present us their newly released album “Earth” (i.e. Erden) 
and rock that barge!

8:30 pm
The Mystery of Yellow Journalism
a gesticulating lecture by Philippe Merlant (delivered in French) 
Péniche Alternat
quai de Tolbiac across the University Esplanade
Free entrance, snacks and refreshments on site 
Following in the footsteps of Joseph Rouletabille (i.e. Rollingstone), 
Philippe Merlant goes out to investigate this mysterious phenomenon:
“Why is it that the media so often side with the powers that be?” This is 
an internal investigation led by a man who spent 40 years working as a
journalist and seeks to find a way to reconcile information and democracy.

8:30 pm
Viewing Terres de schiste (Lands of Shale)
Documentary 2014, 44’
directed by Grégory Lassalle and produced by Les Amis de la Terre-France
Centre International de Culture Populaire (CICP) 
(International Centre for Popular Culture)
21 ter rue Voltaire, 75011 Paris (metro Rue des Boulets, Line 9)
Free entrance
Spanish and French with English subtitles
Followed by a debate organised by “Les Amis de la Terre” 
(Friends of the Earth), Alain Dordé and Antoine Simon
This documentary draws on the parallel between Argentina and France and
pictures occurrences of social resistance, denial of democracy and corpo-
rate impunity in both countries. The viewer is taken to the Neuquén basin,
in Patagonia, Argentina, a place which has become the new El Dorado for
Oil Corporations. The rock formation of Vaca Muerta holds huge reservoirs
of potentially exploitable shale gas and oil. The first signs of exploitation
such as land grabbing, oil drilling within a natural protected area, repres-
sion and the like can already be seen. 
For more information: www.terresdeschiste.fr 
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Friday, August 22th Saturday, August 23rd
Starting 7 pm 
Acoustic music concert on the deck of the barge Petit Bain
7 Port de la Gare 75013 Paris
Free entrance

7:30 pm
Dinner and presentation of the community cafes in the Free City of Aligre
(Commune Libre d’Aligre)
Café associatif La Commune
3 rue d’Aligre Paris 12ème (metro station Gare de Lyon or Ledru Rollin)
Max 10€ with refreshments included
50 to 60 people capacity,  translation to English available if needed
Come and eat at the self-managed community café in the heart of the Aligre
district. It is famous for its popular market where the residents create
social link by meeting around collective initiatives and organising events
such as performances, debates, viewings and dinners.

8:30 pm
Bouge de là (i.e Move it!)
Mobility as the new economic dictate or the new spirit of Capitalism
A gesticulating lecture delivered by Laurence Nogues (in French)
Péniche Alternat 
quai de Tolbiac across the University Esplanade
Free entrance, snacks and refreshments on site.
Time is accelerating and space is dwindling as Globalization moves forward.
Mankind is made to adjust to an ever-changing workplace. Mobility has
become the main criteria for getting a job while the European Union urges
governments towards more flexible employment contracts to encourage
European workforce mobility. In such an interconnected society, new gaps
are created as a multi-speed society has emerged: some started riding a
bike to be more eco-friendly, while others dream of owning a car to be able
to get a job. The geographical, socio-professional and digital gap is widening
everyday. After the various tempests I had to sail through as a woman, 
a spouse and a worker, I learnt how to navigate the rough seas. I’m setting
sails and embarking you on a stormy crossing that to that beach in Brittany
where I will cast anchor.

8:30 pm
High risk crossing onboard the TAFTA – Theatre activism
Centre d’animation Dunois
61 rue Dunois 75013 Paris (Chevaleret Station on Paris metro Line 6)
8:30pm Play performed in French
21:30pm Extracts from the play in English
A translation booklet (from French to English and Spanish) will be available
for the 22nd of August performance
Free Entrance
These guys are taking us on an instructive and funny theatrical cruise along
the lines of the Grand Transatlantic Market. Get prepared for turbulent
times during this stormy transatlantic crossing. Get your raincoats, the
buoys and lifesaving jackets ready in case of adverse weather conditions.
Any activist, however modest they may be, will be offered insurance
contracts at very competitive prices by first-class protagonists.
If anyone tries in any way to threaten the interest of this show, the TAFTA
crew reserves the right to bring them before their own arbitral tribunal.
We are casting off to sail the rough seas of World Trade on Friday, August
the 22nd, 8:30 pm. 
Play script by Attac activists Christian Lefaure, Florence Lauzier 
and Jean-Marie Malo. Proofread by Frédéric Viale, and directed 
by Fabienne Brugel (director of the NAJE company) with Attac activist
Nathalie Levray as assistant director. All the actors are amateurs 
and ATTAC members or sympathizers.

22h
Outdoor screening: Y tambien la Iluvia (i.e.Even the Rain)
Film by Icíar Bollaín, 2011, 1h40
Place d’Aligre
(metro station Gare de Lyon or Ledru Rollin)
Free entrance
Don’t forget to bring your blankets, cushions or folding chairs! 
Amid the Bolivian mountain scenery, a young cinema team set on making a
film in memory of the Indian resistances during the Spanish Conquest is
faced with the reality of the local people’s fight against a devastating
transnational corporation. A challenging film based on real-life events that
raises the crucial question of the global access to water.

From 2 to 4 pm
Closing session 
Courtyard Grands moulins of the Paris 7 – Diderot University

The closing session of the University for Social Movements will revolve
around the theme of “Resistance: from past to present. 
What are we fighting for?”

While we are about to commemorate the 70th anniversary of the liberation
of the city of Paris (19th to 25th of August), the notion of resistance, 
with the various traditions and imageries related to it, is especially topical.
How to bridge the gap between the different generations, their struggles
and experiences?

The closing session will be moderated by Mediapart Editor-in-chief 
Edwy Plenel, among others, who will then turn to the representatives 
of struggles and resistance acts from different places and times.



Culture is not marginal, the “cherry on the cake”; 
it is rather a mode of transmission and exchange 
between equals in a public debate along with other
types of activities.

The theatre forum, the image theatre, the animated 
gestured conferences, the militant choirs, the flash
mobs, street debates, street criers, puppet shows,
dance, storytelling, Batucada music, etc, are the many
ways to allow a different approach to activism 
and to facilitate other ways of debating.

Throughout the European Summer University, engaged
artistic and cultural workshops will be proposed 
to participants – often simply introducing the subject
rather than really teaching it, given the limited time
available during the meeting.  You will also be able to
see exhibitions, performances and so on. Nevertheless,
certain militant artistic groups have accepted to come
to the ESU to share their techniques and their art. 
So some of you will learn to make militant posters,
others will discover the theatrical images and action-
theatre workshops, with the Naje company’s theatre 
of the oppressed, while popular education workshops
will also be proposed among others! Find all the details
of these activities in the workshop section. Note that
some workshops will require a commitment to several
sessions and pre-registration.

Exhibitions and displays
at the Paris 7 – Diderot University
For exact location of these exhibitions 
ask for indications Hall C

The Nakba
Exodus and expulsion of Palestinians in 1948
The image that we have of Palestine is often dominated by what the State
of Israel imposes, abundantly relayed by Western medias and Zionist 
organizations. The same goes for the history of the region, still monopolized
by the Israeli story. Today, nevertheless, the works of many historians,
mostly Israelis, allow us to finally know the history of the Palestinians 
and of the Nakba, the “catastrophe” which led to the expulsion of 750 000
Palestinians between 1947 and 1949 and to the destruction of nearly 500 
of their villages. A catastrophe which continues to this day... It’s this history
that the exhibition “The Nakba” presents, founded on the works of Israeli
historians. Because without knowledge of the past and, above all, 
recognition of the suffering inflicted to the Palestinian people, justice 
and peace are not possible.

Awra Amba, an “Ethiopian utopia”
Attac Rhône and the association Amitié Franco-Ethiopienne 
(“France-Ethiopia Friendship”) propose the discovery of Ethiopia 
and in particular the village of Awra Amba, with a series of 35 colour 
photographs taken by different photographers between 2010 and 2013.

Graphic novel “The Cost of the Earth”
In partnership with the “Revue Dessinée” (www.revuedessineee.fr), 
participants can read on the walls of the University, panels of the beautiful
graphic novel by Manon Rescan, Damien Brunon and Sébastien Vassant
called “The Cost of the Earth”. The authors tell the tale, notably, of the 
difficulties of a young farmer in the North of France faced with the taboo 
of bribes the farmers have to pay to landowners.

Caricatures – a look at current events through cartoons
Winners of the “competion of caricaturists-fantassins of democracy” 
organized around the release of Radu Mihaileanu’s film, presented at
Cannes:  individuals have told through a humoristic cartoon or a caricature
which gives them a sense of indignation or which moves them in their daily
lives and in the present day. Displayed on the banks of the Seine, several 
of their authors have accepted to display theirs during the European 
Summer University.

Walls of Speech
In front of each of the 3 Lecture hall theaters that we will fill during 
the ESU, discover and participate in the “walls of speech”: starting from 
a simple question, write whatever it inspires you on a piece of paper. 
On the climate, the future of Europe and international issues, the result
risks will be striking!
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Dream on!
Poster-portraits by Vincent Perrottet 
On a daily basis, the “Centre social de Frais Vallon” in Marseilles promotes
a set of values such as: living together, honoring personal identities 
and common history, meeting one another, sharing and encouraging fruitful 
discussion... French graphic designer Vincent Perrottet created a series 
of posters starring 24 members of the Frais Vallon community alongside
texts claiming it is always possible to fight and resist.
Proposed by Stéphane Dupont.

Get to work first!
A series of posters by Vincent Perrottet 
in collaboration with photographer Myr Muratet 
Political posters displaying un-captioned photographs on one side 
but much to read on the other. First, a motto setting a strong statement, 
followed by texts and quotes by André Gorz, Raoul Vaneigem, 
Gilles Deleuze, Max Frisch, Bernard Stiegler, Robert Walser...
The main topic is the expression of thoughts defying the undisputed 
Market presented as the only possible way to organise our social 
and economical lives in most public debates.
Proposed by Stéphane Dupont.

Screening Room 
Room 171 E (1st floor) 

The European Summer University offers a screening space, 
in a specially equipped room.

There you will find documentaries and short films programmed:
– at the initiative of the morning workshops – film-debates 
(every morning from 9:30 am till 12 noon, see the workshop descriptions)
– screenings on demand within respect of having the right to screen, 
from 12 noon till 2 pm – ask at the info stand or ask the hosts 
of the screening room
– at the initiative of the screening room hosts from 2 pm till 7pm daily

An information panel, in the hall C of the university will specify 
the timetable of screenings and films shown each day.
The screenings will be projected from DVDs.
The theme in the choice of films is, of course, to be close to the subjects
dealt with during the ESU and the short film and descriptive format 
of “films that equip you” will be privileged.

Performances on site 

Lunch on the Lawn
A clown show on the subject of neocolonialism 
Thursday, August 21st at 1 pm
Théâtre Croquemitaine, Vidal-Niquet esplanade

Gesticulated conferences by Etienne Lecomte on the subject of the transition,
struggles and the debt will be done spontaneously during the ESU 
on the esplanade and on the banks of the Seine.

The theatre workshops will also create reproductions on Friday at 7 pm 
on the esplanade of the university (to be confirmed).

We invite all those who would like to share their talents to do so in music,
song, theatre, paint and much more!

Games Space

On the esplanade of the university, participants will be able to find 
themselves through games – fun games, of popular education for learning
and amusement together. The association E-graine will host among others
the game of “9 grains of knowledge” where it is necessary to rise up 
to the challenges of alternatives using a wheel.
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Tuesday, 19th of August / Afternoon

Activity                           Reference              Title                                                                                                        Languages           Location                                         Time 
Registration                 Registration and welcoming                                                                                            FR EN DE ES       Hall C University                          2-6pm
and welcoming
Opening session         Opening session of the ESU                                                                                             FR EN DE ES       Courtyard                                      6-8pm 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     of the Grands moulins                
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Wednesday, 20th of August / Morning

Activity                           Reference              Title                                                                                                        Languages           Location                                         Time 
Outdoor                          CR08                        Yoga                                                                                                       FR EN                    public garden                               8:15-9am 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Grands moulins
Seminar                         S1                              Proposals that take into account the profound nature      FR EN DE             lecture hall 1a                              9:30-12 am
                                                                             of the crisis                                                                                                                          
Seminar                         S2                              Challenging the Trade-Investment-corporate power          FR EN ES              lecture hall 2a                              9:30-12 am
                                                                             nexus, the road to a good life for all!                                                                                                                                     
Seminar                         S3                              Democracy and struggles in Europe                                          FR EN ES              lecture hall 8c                              9:30-12 am
Seminar                         S4                              The crisis and the EU: the struggle against austerity         FR EN ES              room 226C                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             and for social rights
Seminar                         S5                              The revolutionary process in the Mashreq-Maghreb          FR EN                    room 227C                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             region and around the Mediterranean has not said its last word
Seminar                         S6                              What forms of mobilisation in the Anthropocene?               FR EN ES              room 247E                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             Between the climate change, the ecological emergency 
                                                                             and the social justice
Seminar                         S7                              Health and public services                                                            FR EN                     room 265E                                     9:30-12 am
Seminar                         S8                              Illegitimate public debt: why and how                                      FR EN                     room 278F                                      9:30-12 am
                                                                             should we cancel it?
Seminar                         S9                              Concrete local Alternatives (CLA),                                              FR EN                    room 279F                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             articulations and convergences
Workshop                      AT02                         Engage in and with Attac                                                               FR EN                    room 247F                                      9:30-12 am
Workshop                      C01                           University mobilizations against                                                FR DE                    room 238C                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             the merchandization of knowledge
Workshop                      CR03                        Theatrical images                                                                             FR EN                    Centre Dunois                              9:30-12 am
Workshop                      CR07                         Citizen education tools: mobile team                                       FR                           Riverboat Alternat                      9:30-12 am
Workshop                      FI01                          Challenges of the tax harmonization in Europe                     FR EN                    room 244E                                     9:30-12 am
Workshop                      FT01/a                     TTIP and the world                                                                           FR EN ES              room 264E                                     9:30-12 am
Workshop                      IT01                           Venezuela, Ecuador, Bolivia, destabilization                          FR ES                    room 234C                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             in Latin America?
Workshop                      LU01                         What trade union responses to the policies of austerity?  FR ES                    room 248E                                     9:30-12 am
Workshop                      LU02/a                    Diversity and solidarity within struggle. Nonviolent            FR DE                     room 237C                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             resistance for winning strategies and alliances
Workshop                      LU03                         Ideological offensive of the extreme right-wing and           FR EN                    room 277F                                      9:30-12 am
                                                                             the traditional right-wing and the role of women in society
Workshop                      MI01                         Europe fortress. What do foreigners have to endure           FR EN                    room 253E                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             at the borders of Europe?
Workshop                      PR01                         Film-debate The bomb and us                                                     FR EN                    Screening room 171 E               9:30-12 am
Workshop                      TR01                         Everyone at the same time!                                                          EN DE                    room 281F                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             A revolution by doing nothing?
Workshop                      TR02                         Systems of taxation based on consumption                          FR DE                    room 280F                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             guaranteeing the financing of social protection... 
                                                                             and even an unconditional basic income!
Excursion                      HM3                          The Paris Commune Excursion: Montmartre                         FR EN                    rv metro Anvers (line 2)             9:30-12 am
                                                                             to the Père Lachaise cemetery
Excursion                      HM12                       Alternative Tour in the 20th Arrondissement of Paris         FR EN                    rv metro Gambetta (line 3)       10-12am
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

AT – Attac C – commons and public services CR – creative action DE – democracy, lobbying FI – economy, finance FT – trade 
F – forum HM – Excursions IT – international LU – movements and struggles MI – migrations PR – screening S – seminar TR – transition 
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Wednesday, 20th of August / Afternoon

Activity                           Reference              Title                                                                                                        Languages           Location                                         Time 
Film Screening                                               Self-organized screenings                                                            FR EN DE ES       screening room 171 E               12-2pm
Film Screening                                               Documentary and short-films                                                     FR EN DE ES       screening room 171 E               2-7pm
Forum                             B1 F1                       Facing the humanitarian crisis in Europe –                            FR EN DE ES       lecture hall 1a                              2-4pm
                                                                             breaking austerity policies and the Troika
Forum                             B2 F1                       Changing the way we produce and consume:                        FR EN DE ES       lecture hall 2a                              2-4pm
                                                                             approaches and experiences
Forum                             B3 F1                       How to get rid of the TTIP and all other bilateral                  FR EN DE ES       lecture hall 8c                              2-4pm
                                                                             trade-agreements?
                                                                             In partnership with the Rosa Luxembourg Foundation
Seminar                         S10                            The crisis in and around the Ukraine. Internal roots,          FR EN DE             lecture hall 1a                              4:30-7pm
                                                                             geo-political dimensions and emancipatory alternatives
Seminar                         S11                            Food Sovereignty                                                                              FR EN DE             lecture hall 2a                              4:30-7pm
Seminar                         S12                            Austerity – New social and democratic fractures                FR EN ES              lecture hall 8c                              4:30-7pm
                                                                             in Europe – new ratios of power
Seminar                         S13                            Basic Income – Social protection without labour                 FR EN DE             room 226C                                     4:30-7pm
Seminar                         S14                            From alterglobalization to Occupy: a new cycle                    FR EN ES              room 227C                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             of struggles? Horizon, alliances and strategies.
Seminar                         S15                            Commodification and financialization of water.                   FR EN ES              room 247E                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             European and international challenges and resistance.
Seminar                         S16                            How to put an end to the casino economy                              FR EN                    room 265E                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             and promote an alternative finance
Seminar                         S17                           Africa and Europe Relations                                                         FR EN                    room 278F                                      4:30-7pm
Seminar                         S18                           Another look at money and central banks                               FR EN                    room 279F                                     4:30-7pm
Workshop                      C02                           Public service, commun goods: challenges,                           FR DE                    room 237C                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             administration, funding
Workshop                      C03                           Land and property speculation in Europe                               FR EN                    room 238C                                     4:30-7pm
Workshop                      CR04                        Action-theater                                                                                   FR EN                    Centre Dunois                              4:30-7pm
Workshop                      CR05                        Awareness to a conference with gesture                                FR                           Riverboat Alternat                      4:30-7pm
Workshop                      CR09                         Art et economy: incidence of art (visuel)                                 FR EN                    room 274F                                      4:30-7pm
                                                                             on the creation of added-values in Europe 
Workshop                      CR14                        Can creativity be a training vector?                                           FR DE                    room 275F                                      4:30-7pm
Workshop                      DE01                         General Lobbying Introduction                                                    FR EN                    room 234C                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             in the European institutions
Workshop                      FI02                          Causes of crisis                                                                                 EN DE                    room 253E                                     4:30-7pm
Workshop                      FT01/b                     TTIP vs BRICS                                                                                     FR EN ES              room 264E                                     4:30-7pm
Workshop                      FT02                         Trade and investment treaty EU-US                                          FR EN                    room 244E                                     4:30-7pm
Workshop                      LU04                         Building a European network against advertising assaultFR EN                    room 277F                                      4:30-7pm
Workshop                      LU05                         Social movements in Italy: how to cope                                   EN DE                    room 281F                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             with globalisation, privatisation of water and even the mafia
Workshop                      LU11                         To oppose the rise of the extreme right-wing                         FR EN                    room 248E                                     4:30-7pm
Workshop                      TR04                         Rivers and waterways in Europe:                                                FR EN                    room 280F                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             what are the challenges?
Workshop                      TR12                         Financialisation of nature                                                             FR EN                    room 270F                                     4:30-7pm
Excursion                      HM4                          A Communard Ramble at the Place de la République        FR DE                    rv Place de la République        4:30-7pm
Excursion                      HM6                         From the Étoile to the Bastille                                                     FR                           rv Hall C                                          4-7pm
Excursion                      HM9                          Ramble condusted by the Collective                                         FR EN                    rv Hall C                                          4-7pm
                                                                             for the Citizens’ Transition in the Montreuil 
                                                                             neighbourhood:  peach growing, the citizens’ grocery store, 
                                                                             and the Amap - Peasant Agriculture Producers
Excursion                      HM14                       “Toxic tour” in Seine-Saint-Denis                                              FR EN ES              rv metro Front Populaire          4:45-7pm
Excursion                      HM2                         Visit to an Amap Association during distribution                 FR DE                    rv Hall C                                          7-9pm
                                          

Wednesday, 20th of August / Evening

Activity                           Reference              Title                                                                                                        Languages           Location                                         Time 
Music                                                                 Acoustic music on the roof                                                                                      Riverboat Petit Bain                  from 7pm
Film Screening                                               Film Il a plu sur le grand paysage                                                FR                           Cinéma Espace Saint Michel 8:30pm
                                                                             (It rained on the large landscape)
Concert                                                             Zaubernuss                                                                                                                    Riverboat Alternat                      8:30pm
Storytelling                                                      Evening of storytelling L’argent: contes et mécomptes      FR                           Centre Dunois Paris 13ème    8:30pm
Dîner – spectacle                                          Ecolo-coaching by Loulou Dinner Show                                    EN FR                    Casa Poblano  (Montreuil)       8pm dinner 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         9pm show 
Film Screening                                               Filmviewing Let’s Not Live Like Slaves Anymore                    GR                           Cinema Le Méliès                        8:30pm
                                                                                                                                                                                              FR subtitles         (Montreuil)



AT – Attac C – commons and public services CR – creative action DE – democracy, lobbying FI – economy, finance FT – trade 
F – forum HM – Excursions IT – international LU – movements and struggles MI – migrations PR – screening S – seminar TR – transition 
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Thursday, 21st of August / Morning

Activity                           Reference              Title                                                                                                        Languages           Location                                         Time
Outdoor                          CR08                        Yoga                                                                                                       FR EN                    public garden                               8:15-9am 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Grands moulins
Seminar                         S1                              Proposals that take into account the profound nature      FR EN DE             lecture hall 1a                              9:30-12 am
                                                                             of the crisis
Seminar                         S2                              Challenging the Trade-Investment-corporate power          FR EN ES              lecture hall 2a                              9:30-12 am
                                                                             nexus, the road to a good life for all !
Seminar                         S3                              Democracy and struggles in Europe                                          FR EN ES              lecture hall 8c                              9:30-12 am
Seminar                         S4                              The crisis and the EU: the struggle against austerity         FR EN ES              room 226C                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             and for social rights
Seminar                         S5                              The revolutionary process in the Mashreq-Maghreb          FR EN                    room 227C                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             region and around the Mediterranean has not said its last word 
Seminar                         S6                              What forms of mobilisation in the Anthropocene?               FR EN ES              room 247E                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             Between the climate change, the ecological emergency and the social justice
Seminar                         S7                              Health and public services                                                            FR EN                     room 265E                                     9:30-12 am
Seminar                         S8                              Illegitimate public debt: why and how should we                FR EN                     room 278F                                      9:30-12 am
                                                                             cancel it?
Seminar                         S9                              Concrete local Alternatives (CLA),                                              FR EN                    room 279F                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             articulations and convergences
Workshop                      AT03                         Organization Models of Attac in Europe and globally         FR ES                    room 274F                                      9:30-12 am
Workshop                      C04                           Water Cycles and Climate Change                                             FR EN                    room 280F                                     9:30-12 am
Workshop                      CR02                         Introduction to the practice of the theatre                             FR                           Riverboat Alternat                      10-5 pm 
                                                                             of the oppressed
Workshop                      CR03                        Theatrical images                                                                             FR EN                    Centre Dunois                              9:30-12 am
Workshop                      CR06                        Citizen education tools: mobile team                                       FR                           rv stand information                  9:30-12 am
                                                                                                                                                                                              + whispering
Workshop                      DE02                         Tools & Meetings for Practising Democracy                           FR EN                    room 275F                                      9:30-12 am
Workshop                      FI03                          Companies’ tax avoidance - how to tackle it                           FR EN                    room 244E                                     9:30-12 am
Workshop                      FI04                          Public and Private Banks, Supporting the Development   FR EN                    room 253E                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             of Which Common Goods? 
Workshop                      IT02                           Palestine: current situation and prospects                            FR EN                    room 234C                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             of justice for Palestinians
Workshop                      IT03                           Another Balkans for Another Europe:                                       FR EN                    room 277F                                      9:30-12 am
                                                                             Citizen Plenums from Bosnia to Slovenia
Workshop                      LU02/b                    Diversity and solidarity within struggle. Nonviolent            FR DE                     room 237C                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             resistance for winning strategies and alliances
Workshop                      LU06                         Building a European social movement:                                    FR EN                    room 248E                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             exchange of experiences
Workshop                      LU07                         Impact of European Austerity Policies on Women               FR EN                    room 238C                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             and Alternatives
Workshop                      MI02                         Supporting detainees: hidden prisons                                     FR EN                    room 270F                                     9:30-12 am
                                                                             and obstacles to asylum
Workshop                      PR02                         The power of documentary movies within political             FR EN                    Screening room 171 E               9:30-12 am
                                                                             campaigns - From “Water Makes Money” to “Who’s saving whom?”
Workshop                      TR05/a                     Energie democracy now!                                                                FR EN DE             room 264E                                     9:30-12 am
Workshop                      TR06                         30/32 Hour Week – Work Sharing to Combat                         FR DE                    room 281F                                      9:30-12 am
                                                                             Unemployment in Europe
Excursion                      HM7                          Revolutionary Paris ! A ramble                                                    FR                           rv                                                      10-12pm
                                                                             from the Place de la Concorde to the Palais royal                                                 Place de la Concorde
Excursion                      HM12                       Alternative Tour in the 20th Arrondissement of Paris         FR EN                    rv metro Gambetta                     10-12pm
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Thursday, 21st of August / Afternoon

Activity                           Reference              Title                                                                                                        Languages           Location                                         Time 
Film screening                                                Self-organized screenings                                                            FR EN DE ES       screening room 171 E               12-2pm
Film screening                                                Documentary and short-films                                                     FR EN DE ES       screening room 171 E               2-7pm
Theater                                                              Lunch on the grass (Théâtre Croquemitaine)                                                           Esplanade, University               1pm
Forum                             B1 F2                        What future for the euro?                                                               FR EN DE ES       lecture hall 1a                              2-4pm
Forum                             B2 F2                        Green Economy: no road to a good life for all                         FR EN DE ES       lecture hall 2a                              2-4pm
                                                                             In partnership with the Rosa Luxembourg Foundation
Forum                             B3 F2                       Opposing the rules of banks and finance globally                FR EN DE ES       lecture hall 8c                              2-4pm
                                                                             how did finance come to rule the world, and what can we do about it?
Seminar                         S10                            The crisis in and around the Ukraine. Internal roots,          FR EN DE             lecture hall 1a                              4:30-7pm
                                                                             geo-political dimensions and emancipatory alternatives
Seminar                         S11                            Food Sovereignty                                                                              FR EN DE             lecture hall 2a                              4:30-7pm
Seminar                         S12                            Austerity – New social and democratic fractures                FR EN ES              lecture hall 8c                              4:30-7pm
                                                                             in Europe – new ratios of power
Seminar                         S13                            Basic Income – Social protection without labour                 FR EN DE             room 226C                                     4:30-7pm
Seminar                         S14                            From alterglobalization to Occupy: a new cycle                    FR EN ES              room 227C                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             of struggles? Horizon, alliances and strategies
Seminar                         S15                            Commodification and financialization of water.                   FR EN ES              room 247E                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             European and international challenges and resistance.
Seminar                         S16                            How to put an end to the casino economy                              FR EN                    room 265E                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             and promote an alternative finance
Seminar                         S17                           Africa and Europe Relations                                                         FR EN                    room 278F                                      4:30-7pm
Seminar                         S18                           Another look at money and central banks                               FR EN                    room 279F                                     4:30-7pm
Workshop                      C05                           “Intellectual property”: privatisation and surveillance,     FR EN                    room 275F                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             WTO, ACTA, TAFTA (TTIP)                                                                 
Workshop                      CR02                         Introduction to the practice                                                         FR                           Riverboat Alternat                      10am-7pm
                                                                             of the theatre of the oppressed
Workshop                      CR04                        Action Theater                                                                                   FR EN                    Centre Dunois                              4:30-7pm
Workshop                      CR10                         How can we restrain multinationals?                                        FR EN                    room 280F                                     4:30-7pm
Workshop                      DE03                         Strategies for Dismantling the Industrial Lobby                   FR EN                    room 253E                                     4:30-7pm
Workshop                      DE04                         Real Democracy and the End of the Work-Based Society FR DE                    room 277F                                      4:30-7pm
Workshop                      FI05                          Local Collectives’ Debts – Causes, Consequences              FR EN                    room 237C                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             and Solutions
Workshop                      IT04                           BDS Campaign and Israeli Apartheid                                        FR EN                    room 281F                                      4:30-7pm
Workshop                      LU08/a                     How to prepare Blockupy as a European movement           FR EN                    room 248E                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             and the actions in fall against the ECB?
Workshop                      MI03                         Defending the Rights of Roms in Europe                                 FR EN                    room 238C                                     4:30-7pm
Workshop                      MI04                         Migrations: beyond pre-conceived ideas and towards       FR EN                     room 270F                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             a more open migratory policy coupled with a residence-based citizenship?
Workshop                      TR05/b                     Energie democracy now!                                                                FR EN DE             room 264E                                     4:30-7pm
Workshop                      TR07                         Systemic Alternatives                                                                    FR EN                    room 244E                                     4:30-7pm
Workshop                      TR08                         Extractivism, Climate and Transition                                         FR EN                    room 234C                                     4:30-7pm
Workshop                      TR09                         Fukushima or the Very Expression of Capitalism                 FR EN                     room 274F                                      4:30-7pm
Excursion                      HM1                         Visit to a small farmer who is a member of Amap                FR EN                    rv Hall C                                          2-7pm
                                                                             (Association for Maintaining Peasant-based Agriculture)
Excursion                      HM5                         A Utopian Ramble in Ivry                                                                FR EN                    rv Hall C                                          12 :30-4pm
Excursion                      HM7                          Revolutionary Paris! A ramble                                                     FR EN                    rv Place de la Concorde            5-7pm
                                                                             from the Place de la Concorde to the Palais royal
Excursion                      HM10                       Ramble conducted by the Collective for a Citizens’             FR ES                    rv Hall C                                          4-7pm
                                                                             Transition in the Montreuil neighbourhood: citizens’ 
                                                                             social housing and economic solutions through social solidarity 
Excursion                      HM13                       Community Gardens in the La Chapelle                                   FR                           rv metro La Chapelle                 5-7pm 
                                                                             and Goutte d’Or Neighbourhoods
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Thursday, 21st of August / Evening

Activity                                                              Title                                                                                                        Languages           Location                                         Time 
Concert                                                             Concert of the ESU with Rainer von Vielen and Afreeboat                                 Riverboat Petit Bain                  8:30pm
Gesticulated conference                            The Mystery of Yellow Journalism: a gesticulating lecture FR                          Riverboat                                       8:30pm
                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Alternat                                          
Film screening                                                Lands of Shale + debate                                                                ES + FR                 CICP                                                 8:30pm
                                                                                                                                                                                              subtitels in EN
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Friday, 22nd of August / Morning

Activity                           Reference              Title                                                                                                        Languages           Location                                         Time 
Network                                                            Third meeting of the european coordination                          FR EN DE ES       room 418C                                     9:30am-7pm
                                                                             of Alternibas                                                                                       + whispering       
Outdoor                          CR08                        Yoga                                                                                                       FR EN                    public garden                               8:15-9am
                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Grands moulins 
Seminar                         S1                              Proposals that take into account the profound nature      FR EN DE             lecture hall 1a                              9:30-12am
                                                                             of the crisis
Seminar                         S2                              Challenging the Trade-Investment-corporate power          FR EN ES              lecture hall 2a                              9:30-12am
                                                                             nexus, the road to a good life for all!                                          
Seminar                         S3                              Democracy and struggles in Europe                                          FR EN ES              lecture hall 8c                              9:30-12am
Seminar                         S4                              The crisis and the EU: the struggle against austerity         FR EN ES              room 226C                                     9:30-12am
                                                                             and for social rights
Seminar                         S5                              The revolutionary process in the Mashreq-Maghreb          FR EN                    room 227C                                     9:30-12am
                                                                             region and around the Mediterranean 
                                                                             has not said its last word                                                               
Seminar                         S6                              What forms of mobilisation in the Anthropocene?               FR EN ES              room 247E                                     9:30-12am
                                                                             Between the climate change, the ecological emergency 
                                                                             and the social justice
Seminar                         S7                              Health and public services                                                            FR EN                     room 265E                                     9:30-12am
Seminar                         S8                              Illegitimate public debt: why                                                        FR EN                     room 278F                                      9:30-12am
                                                                             and how should we cancel it?
Seminar                         S9                              Concrete local Alternatives (CLA),                                              FR EN                    room 279F                                     9:30-12am
                                                                             articulations and convergences
Seminar                         S19/a                        The far right in Europe: a map (1st part)                                  FR EN DE             room 264E                                     9:30-12am
Workshop                      AT01                         Attac youth: what kind of organization?                                  FR                           cafeteria Crous                            9:30-12am
                                                                                                                                                                                              + whispering
Workshop                      C06                           The struggles for the right to housing                                       FR EN                    room 253E                                     9:30-12am
                                                                             and to the city in Europe
Workshop                      C07                           The responsibility of scientists in a system in crisis           FR EN                    room 277F                                      9:30-12am
Workshop                      C09                           Data Preservation & Codification                                               EN DE                    room 280F                                     9:30-12am
Workshop                      CR02                         Introduction to the practice of the theatre                             FR                           Riverboat Alternat                      10-7pm
                                                                             of the oppressed
Workshop                      CR03                        Theatrical images                                                                             FR EN                    Centre Dunois                              9:30-12am
Workshop                      CR11                         Anger to creative action with UK Uncut                                    FR EN                    room 274F                                      9:30-12am
Workshop                      CR12                         Shared governance and collective projects                            FR EN                    room 281F                                      9:30-12am
Workshop                      DE05                         Lobbying around Unconventional Fossil Fuels (UFF)          FR EN                    room 248E                                     9:30-12am
                                                                             and the UN Climate Talks 
Workshop                      DE06                         What democracy for water management                                FR EN                    room 238C                                     9:30-12am
                                                                             within the European Union?
Workshop                      DE07                         Democracy and Commodity producing Economy                 FR DE                    room 275F                                      9:30-12am
                                                                             Analysis of an antagonistic Relation
Workshop                      FI06                          Campaigning against Tax Havens,                                              FR EN                    room 244E                                     9:30-12am
                                                                             with Ireland as a case study
Workshop                      LU10                         The development of law and eco-justice to fight                 FR EN                    room 237C                                     9:30-12am
                                                                             against the useless big projects that are imposed on us
Workshop                      IT05                          Land grabbing: A scourge fought by the peoples                  FR EN                    room 234C                                     9:30-12am
Workshop                      PR03                         Community supported agriculture – film-debate                FR EN DE             screening room 171 E               9:30-12am
Excursion                      HM8                          Urban Redevelopment – A ramble to discover                      FR                           rv metro                                          9:30-12am
                                                                             the conversion of industrial buildings in the 19th                                                Bibliothèque F. Mitterrand      
                                                                             and 20th century and the area of urban re-development 
                                                                             on the Left Bank of Paris in the 13th Arr.
Excursion                      HM13                       Community Gardens in the La Chapelle                                   FR DE                    rv metro La Chapelle                 10-12am
                                                                             and Goutte d’Or Neighbourhoods
                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

AT – Attac C – commons and public services CR – creative action DE – democracy, lobbying FI – economy, finance FT – trade 
F – forum HM – Excursions IT – international LU – movements and struggles MI – migrations PR – screening S – seminar TR – transition 
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Friday, 22nd of August / Afternoon

Activity                           Reference              Title                                                                                                        Languages           Location                                         Time 
Film screening                                                Self-organized screenings                                                            FR EN DE ES       screening room 171 E               12-2pm
Film screening                                                Documentary and short-films                                                     FR EN DE ES       screening room 171 E               2-7pm
Forum                             B1 F3                       Which future for the EU do we want?                                        FR EN DE ES       lecture hall 1a                              2-4pm
                                                                             In partnership with the Rosa Luxembourg Foundation
Forum                             B2 F3                       How to make system change happening:                                FR EN DE ES       lecture hall 2a                              2-4pm
                                                                             strategic struggles towards a good life for all
Forum                             B3 F3                       EU Imperial Power: Is it increasing or decreasing?              FR EN DE ES       lecture hall 8c                              2-4pm
                                                                             Political strategies in the process of global power changes
Seminar                         S10                            The crisis in and around the Ukraine. Internal roots,          FR EN DE             lecture hall 1a                              4:30-7pm
                                                                             geo-political dimensions and emancipatory alternatives
Seminar                         S11                            Food Sovereignty                                                                              FR EN DE             lecture hall 2a                              4:30-7pm
Seminar                         S12                            Austerity – New social and democratic fractures                FR EN ES              lecture hall 8c                              4:30-7pm
                                                                             in Europe – new ratios of power
Seminar                         S13                            Basic Income – Social protection without labour                 FR EN DE             room 226C                                     4:30-7pm
Seminar                         S14                            From alterglobalization to Occupy: a new cycle                    FR EN ES              room 227C                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             of struggles? Horizon, alliances and strategies
Seminar                         S15                            Commodification and financialization of water                    FR EN ES              room 247E                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             European and international challenges and resistance
Seminar                         S16                            How to put an end to the casino economy                              FR EN                    room 265E                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             and promote an alternative finance
Seminar                         S17                           Africa and Europe Relations                                                         FR EN                    room 278F                                      4:30-7pm
Seminar                         S18                           Another look at money and central banks                               FR EN                    room 279F                                     4:30-7pm
Seminar                         S19 /b                      The dialectical relation between far right                               FR EN DE             room 264E                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             and hegemonic forces (2nd part)                                                
Workshop                      C08                           Public research: for what purpose? And for whom?             FR EN                    room 275F                                      4:30-7pm
Workshop                      CR02                         Introduction to the practice of the theatre                             FR                           Riverboat Alternat                      10am-7pm
                                                                             of the oppressed                                                                               + whispering      
Workshop                      CR04                        Action Theater                                                                                   FR EN                    Centre Dunois                              4:30-7pm
Workshop                      CR13                         Commons – learning by doing                                                      EN DE                    room 280F                                     4:30-7pm
Workshop                      DE08                         What measures should a left-wing government take          FR DE                     room 253E                                     4:30-7pm 
                                                                             in the European Union?
Workshop                      FI07                          The German “Agenda 2010” – a model for Europe?             FR EN DE             room 237C                                     4:30-7pm
Workshop                      FI08                          Micro-credit, an additional tool in the service                      FR EN                    room 277F                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             of finance against the peoples?
Workshop                      FT03                         Reinforcing our campaigns and resistance )                          EN DE                    room 270F                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             against TTIP (TAFTA
Workshop                      LU08/b                     Non-Violent-Action-Training for Blockupy Frankfurt           EN                          room 248E                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                                                                                                                                              + whispering FR
Workshop                      IT06                          Fossil Saharan Aquifers and exploitation of gas                  FR EN                    room 234C                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             and oil shale Maghreb
Workshop                      IT07                           Struggle for food sovereignty in Palestine                              FR EN                     room 238C                                     4:30-7pm
Workshop                      IT08                           Militarisation in Europe – our Resistance,                              FR EN                    room 281F                                      4:30-7pm
                                                                             our Alternatives
Workshop                      TR10                         Climate-employment-transitions:                                             FR EN                    room 244E                                     4:30-7pm
                                                                             Which social justice at a time 
                                                                             of an environmental emergency?
Workshop                      TR11                         The contribution of social forums                                               FR EN                    room 274F                                     4:30-7pm
Excursion                      HM11                       Paris Left Bank: Neighbourhoods planned to facilitate     FR                           rv Hall C                                          4:30-7pm
                                                                             the flow of business needs, or for the urban ecology 
                                                                             of Paris?
Excursion                      HM12                       Alternative Tour in the 20th Arrondissement of Paris        FR ES                    rv metro Gambetta                     4:30-7pm

Friday, 22nd of August / Evening

Activity                           Reference              Title                                                                                                        Languages           Location                                         Time 
Music                                                                 Acoustic music on the roof                                                                                      Riverboat Petit Bain                  from 7pm
Gesticulated conference                            Bouge de là! (i.e Move it!)                                                               FR                           Riverboat Alternat                      8:30pm
Theater                                                              High risk crossing onboard the TAFTA                                       FR EN                     Centre Dunois                              8:30pm
                                                                                                                                                                                              + ES (texts)
Diner and gesticulated conference        Community cafés in the Free City of Aligre                             FR                           Commune Libre d’Aligre           7:30pm
                                                                                                                                                                                              + whispering 
Open-Air screening                                       Y tambien la Lluvia                                                                           ES FR                    Place d’Aligre                               10pm
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Tuesday, 19th of August / Morning

Activity                           Reference              Title                                                                                                        Languages           Location                                         Time 
Outdoor                          CR08                        Yoga                                                                                                       FR EN                    public garden                               8:15-9am 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Grands moulins
Excursion                      HM7                          Revolutionary Paris! A ramble                                                     FR DE                     rv Place de la Concorde            10am-12pm
                                                                             from the Place de la Concorde to the Palais royal 
Convergence activities                                                                                                                                                FR EN DE ES       Paris 7 – Diderot University    9:30-12am
                                                                                                                                                                                                                               see stand information               
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Tuesday, 19th of August / Afternoon and Evening

Activity                           Reference              Title                                                                                                        Languages           Location                                         Time 
Closing session                                              Resistance: from past to present                                               FR EN DE ES       courtyard                                       2-4p
                                                                             What are we fighting for?”                                                                                              Grands moulins
Party                                                                  Festive evening                                                                                                                  more information Hall C           9 pm

AT – Attac C – commons and public services CR – creative action DE – democracy, lobbying FI – economy, finance FT – trade 
F – forum HM – Excursions IT – international LU –movements and struggles MI –migrations PR – screening S – seminar TR – transition 
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Attac Network
Attac Argentina, Attac Austria, Attac Benin, Attac France, Attac Gabon,
Attac Germany, Attac Greece, Attac Guinea, Attac Hongary, Attac Iceland,
Attac Ireland, Attac Italy, Attac Ivory Coast, Attac Japan, Attac Marocco,
Attac Norway, Attac Poland, Attac Senegal, Attac Spain, Attac Sweden,
Attac Swiss, Attac Togo, Attac Tunisia,  Attac Wallonie Brussels, 
Word Development Movement (UK)

French organisations 
ACIPA, Association pour l’Amélioration de la Gouvernance de la Terre 
de l’Eau et des Ressources naturelles (AGTER), AITEC, Amap du Buisson Bleu,
Les Amis de la Terre,  Andines, Assemblée Européenne de Citoyens, 
Attac Campus, La Baleine, Bizi !, Campagne BDS–France, CADTM-France,
Canva, CGT, Collectif Roosevelt, Collectif Votation Citoyenne, 
Confédération paysanne, Convergence nationale des collectifs de défense
et de développement des Services Publics, DHR, Droit au Logement (DAL),
e-graine, Espaces Marx, France-Amérique Latine, Fondation Sciences
Citoyennes, Forum Palestine Citoyenneté, FSU, IPAM–Assemblée Européenne
des Citoyens, Les Frigos, Librairie Jonas, Maroc Solidarités Citoyennes,
Mouvement français pour un revenu de base, Mouvement Utopia, 
Naje théâtre de l’opprimé, Nama, La Nef, Péniche Alternat – une péniche
pour tous, Réseau des Amap Ile de France, Réseau F-FSL, Résistance 
à l’agression publicitaire (R.A.P.), Revue Mouvements, Sang pour Sans, 
Snesup - FSU, Solidaires Finances Publiques, Stop castor, Survie, 
Un Pont Per, Union syndicale Solidaires, Utopie Réaliste, VECAM, Zoubida

European and international organisations
African Diaspora Youth in Europe (ADYNE), Afrik pour le Développement
Humain et de la Protection de l’Environnement (Afrik-D.H.P.E ), Alter Summit,
Alternatiba, Aquattac, Arbeitsgemeinschaft bäuerliche Landwirtschaft,
Association Eco-conscience Tunis, Attacademie 8, Blockupy, Bündnis 
Junge Landwirtschaft, Cactus Network, CADTM- Belgique, CADTM Grèce,
CADTM-Maroc, Calais Migrant Solidarity, Censat Agua Viva, CERIDA, 
Coalition européenne pour le Droit au logement et à la ville, Coalition Stop
the War, Coalition Publiez Ce Que Vous Payez, Coordination nationale 
des organisations paysannes du Mali, Corporate Europe Observatory, 
Théâtre Croquemitaine, Democracy Center, Ecology & Development, 
EU-in-Crisis Network, Euromemo, European Alternatives, European Water
Movement, FMSD, Frente Petenero contra Presas, Friends of Earth Europe,
Focus on the Global South, Fondacion Solon, Foodwatch, Forum Palestine
Citoyenneté, GartenCoop de Freiburg im Breisgau, GESTHA, Grassroots 
Global Justice Alliance, Globattac – réseau des Attac du monde, Greenpeace,
Habita, Hamburger Netzwerk Grundeinkommen, ICAN, IG Metall, 
Institute for Policy Studies, jAbL, Jubilé UK, LAVIDA, Les Amis de la Terre
(Europe), Migreurop, Occupied Times, Occupy Design UK, People and Water,
PowerShift, Public Citizen, RAID-ATTAC-CADTM Tunisie, Re:Common–Italy,
Reclaim the fields, Réseau des Attac d’Europe, Réseau européen 
contre la privatisation de la santé de l’action sociale et de la protection
sociale, Réseau financiarisation de la nature, Réseau Frack Free Europe, 
Le Réseau syndical international de solidarité et de luttes, Rosa-Luxemburg
Stiftung Brüssel, réseau S2B, Save Greek Water, Škart, 
Skills for action-Network, SOAS Detainee Support Group, SOMO, STI, 
Transform! Europe, Union of Agricultural Work Committees (UAWC), 
Transnational Institute, UK Uncut, Union of Agricultural Work Committees,
Via Campesina, War on Want, WEED - World Economy, Weed, 
World Development Movement, Xarxa por une Nova Cultura de l’Aigua.

Local organisations, cultural and associative locations
ADA13, Afreeboat, Association Balade aux jardins, Alternative Urbaine, 
Les Amis et amies de la Commune, Association des Usagers des Transports
13ème arrondissement, Casa Poblano, Centre d’animation Dunois 
du 13ème arrondissement, Centre International de Culture Populaire (CICP),
Cinéma Le Meliès, Collectif d’habitants de Seine Saint-Denis, 
Collectif pour une Transition citoyenne, La Commune libre d’Aligre, 
Compagnie Jolie Môme, Rainer von Vielen, Péniche Alternat – une péniche
pour tous, Péniche le Petit Bain, Rallye Révolutionnaire, Zaubernuss band.

Media Partnership

Support Partnership
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Many thanks to all those who have contributed 
to the preparation of this rich, varied and European 
programme, proposing seminars, creative workshops,
performances, music, games… To all of those who will
participate and intervene during the ESU on a voluntary
basis and do so with no financial compensation.

We wish to thank the institutions, foundations and 
networks who have decided to offer us the financial 
support which made all of this possible. We also
express our gratitude to the medias who have made 
this event visible to the general public.

Thanks also to the European preparation team as well
as to the networks and groups who have spent so much
time exchanging and preparing activities and debates
on a great variety of themes and subjects. 

We really wish to express our appreciation to the 
“Attac France”  preparation team and all those who have 
worked since 2013 to put this event together:
Employees, volunteers, the legal representatives of 
our organisations, activists of the local “Ile-de-France”
committees as well as the other Attac groups… 
and of course not to omit the members of the Babel
translation network and the international group 
of the Coorditrad interpreters who have been on the
deck for many months to make this important moment
feasible and unforgettable.

We also wish to give a special mention to all the local
organisations and locations that have opened their
doors to all, during the ESU, and we wish to express 
our thanks for their efforts to contribute to the success
of these meetings.

And especially a tremendous gratitude to all those who
are here as volunteers. Thanks also to the translators
who came from all over Europe. Special thoughts to all
the militants/ activists who help and sweat on daily
chores and logistics.

And most of all, thanks to you… all of you… those who
are here… since it is to you that we owe the exceptional
character and success of this event: the European 
summer university of social movements…




